
On Black Screen.

The sound of an air conditioner humming, quite loudly.

FADE IN:

INT. APARTMENT - NIGHT

The air conditioner fixed in the wall of an apartment roars as
a flowerpot kept on the adjacent ledge vibrates.

Various quick cuts of a half empty bottle of Ballentine's
whiskey, a blinking internet router, a set of golf clubs in a
bag kept in a corner, a family photograph on the wall etc.

We move slowly through the corridors, its somebody's POV, we
approach a closed door, a dim light leaks from the cracks. A
hand reaches out to turn the knob slowly.

As the door creaks open we see a figure in the room. A young
girl, age 13. We don't see her face. She is awake.

We rush towards her, she lunges out of bed to react. Suddenly
we hear her scream but is immediately gagged and hit by a hard
object and knocked over.

CUT TO BLACK.

EXT. MAKE SHIFT CHINESE CART / EXPENSIVE RESTAURANT - NIGHT

A Nepali boy sings a nepali song and stirs noodles to bounce
them in air from a vessel on a stove at a roadside make shift
chinese food cart.

Ashwin a man in his early forties, sits on a plastic chair and
plays a game on his cell phone. He occasionally takes a sip of
whiskey from a steel glass kept on the small stool. A few young
kids chat and stealthily roll a joint in a corner. Ashwin looks
at them then looks away across the road at the traffic and the
dazzling shopping malls.

A voice from his cell announces that he has lost the game. He
looks at the cell phone screen but immediately looks back at
the road.

A beautiful lady in her mid thirties drives up in a modest
sedan and stops across the road. Ashwin keeps looking at her,
expressionless.

CUT TO:
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INT. HIGH END RESTAURANT - NIGHT

The beautiful lady seen earlier is with her date. They seem few
drinks down at the bar of the restaurant. The date holds an
unlit cigarette between his fingers.

DATE
Just two minutes. Please?

BEAUTIFUL LADY
I am not coming out. You go ahead.

DATE
I can't leave you alone.

She raises her wine glass.

BEAUTIFUL LADY
I'm not alone.

Ashwin watches them from the entrance of the bar.

DATE
Sure?

She nods.

CUT TO:

EXT./INT. HIGH END RESTAURANT - CONTINUOUS

The beautiful lady's date crosses Ashwin on his way out. Ashwin
walks into the bar and sits next to the beautiful lady. She
turns, the color of her face changes.

ASHWIN
Surprise.

Her expression goes cold. The bartender comes up to them.

BARTENDER
Excuse me sir. This place is occupied.

Ashwin's smiles softly at the lady and gets up.

ASHWIN
(to bartender)

I know.

The bartender smiles and steps back.
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ASHWIN (CONT’D)

(to the beautiful lady)
Bahut khatarnak lag rahee ho aaj.

She pretends to smile.

BEAUTIFUL LADY
Thanks.

Ashwin picks the date's drink and gulps it down.

ASHWIN
Welcome.

He turns to leave as she clenches her teeth in anger. The date
walks in and notices Ashwin leaving.

DATE
Kaun tha?

BEAUTIFUL LADY
Don't know.

He picks his glass to see it's empty.

DATE
Arrey mera drink kahan gaya?

He realizes what has happened. He calls for Ashwin.

DATE (CONT’D)
Aye. Hello. Excuse me.

He tries to get up but the beautiful lady stops him.

BEAUTIFUL LADY
No, please.

He looks back at Ashwin leaving the bar.

CUT TO:

EXT. HIGH END RESTAURANT - LATER

The beautiful lady and the date outside in the porch of the
hotel. The modest sedan drives in, the date opens the door of
the car, the beautiful lady sits in and drives away. Another
car drives in, the Date bends down and shows the valet his
little finger gesturing to go to the loo.

CUT TO:
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INT. LOO - CONTINUOUS

The date pees at the urinal. Someone taps from behind, he turns
to see its Ashwin, he looks drunk.

ASHWIN
Tumne bulaya tha kya mujhe?

The date is confused. Ashwin smiles the date smells trouble.

DATE
No..

He finishes peeing and goes to the wash basin. Ashwin follows.
The date opens the tap and washes his hands, Ashwin stands
behind the mirror looking at him.

ASHWIN
Maine drink.. piya tha na tumhara.

The date closes the tap and raises his thumb to diffuse the
situation.

DATE
Cheers..

Ashwin hands him over a towel, he wipes his hands and tries to
leave, Ashwin stops him.

ASHWIN
Arrey.. Cheers to karne do.

Ashwin raises his thumb and pushes against the man's thumb. He
then puts an arm around his shoulder.

ASHWIN (CONT’D)
Chalo ander. Ek meri taraf se.

The date takes off his hand from his shoulder.

DATE
Sorry.. Mujhe jana hai.

ASHWIN
Kahan? Uske ghar?

The date clenches his teeth and whispers.

DATE
Haan..

He turns to go, Ashwin turns him around and punches hard on his
nose. The date gets up to retaliate but receives more blows.
The date passes out. Ashwin picks him up and brings out of the
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loo. Ashwin calls out.

ASHWIN
Hello.. Koi hai..

The lobby manager walks in with an assistant. Ashwin hands over
the bleeding, unconscious date to them.

ASHWIN (CONT’D)
Aspatal hai koi aas paas?

The assistant speaks into his walkie urgently while walking
away.

ASSISTANT
Please call for an ambulance.

LOBBY MANAGER
(to ashwin)

Kya hua?

ASHWIN
Kya nahi kyon hua poochiye.

LOBBY MANAGER
Kyon?

Ashwin takes a deep breath.

ASHWIN
Wahi purani ladai ki jadh.. Ladki..

Ashwin turns around and walks away. The lobby manger asks from
behind, holding the unconscious date.

LOBBY MANAGER
Kaun tha..?

Ashwin raises his hand while walking away.

ASHWIN
Main.

The lobby manager is confused

CUT TO:

EXT. RESIDENCE OF DIRECTOR OF CDI - DAY.

On the exterior shot of an old government bungalow in a posh
Delhi city area.
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1st April. CDI day.

The army band enters the last stanza of the Indian national
anthem.

EXT. RESIDENCE OF CDI DIRECTOR - GARDEN - CONTINUOUS

The guests stand at attention. An elderly Sardarji lip-syncs
the words whilst standing alone at the centre of a red carpet.
Next to him stands another elderly politician, the Union Home
Minster.

Ramashankar Pillai - Director of CDI stands slightly behind
them at the side. Along with a handful of other senior
officials.

On the side, ten men stand in a line, wearing black buttoned up
suits. The CDI's finest. Ashwin and his trusted lietentant
VEDANT amongst the last few. Aswhin sings along.

ALL
Jaya jaya jaya, jaya hey...

The anthem comes to an end.

TRANSITION TO:

EXT. RESIDENCE OF CDI DIRECTOR - GARDEN - CONTINUOUS

Ramashankar, followed by his wife and the Home minister,
introduces his men to PM, who warmly shakes hands with them.

RAMASHANKAR PILLAI
Mr. Vikas Shankar, Mr. Raman Tyagi, Mr
Vedant Chaudhry, Mr. Agnivesh Kataria, Mr.
Junaid Ahmed, Mr. Ashwin Kumar.

PM stops and smiles at Ashwin while holding his hand.

PM
(to Ramashankar)

Nithari killings?

Ramashankar nods proudly.
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RAMASHANKAR PILLAI

(whispers)
Telgi scam..

PM
Well done Mr Kumar. We are proud of you.

Ashwin forces a smile on himself and nods softly.

CUT TO:

EXT. RESIDENCE OF CDI DIRECTOR - GARDEN - CONTINUOUS

The animated characters on the screen of a cell phone. Ashwin
stands behind a pillar away from the crowd and plays a game on
his cell phone. He wins the game and smiles to himself. He
looks at the people busy in animated chats, eating, laughing, a
round of photo ops at one corner. As he starts to play again, a
voice comes from behind. Ashwin turns to see Ramashankar with
the Govt. Secretary. They both eat from the bowl full of Gulab
jaamuns.

RAMASHANKAR PILLAI
(to Govt. Secretary)

I told you.. Kahin chhup ke game khel raha
hoga.

Ashwin pockets his phone.

ASHWIN
Sir..

GOVT. SECRETARY
Mantri ji milna chahte thhe aapse. Par aap
kahin mil hi nahin rahe thhe.

Ashwin looks at Ramashankar, he avoids his gaze and looks away.

ASHWIN
Sir... I told Mr. Pillai about my
reservation in taking that case.

RAMASHANKAR PILLAI
And I told Secretary saab... Ask him.
Didn't I say ki murder case vagaihrah
Ashwin ki haisiyat se neeche hain.

GOVT. SECRETARY
Look Ashwin... Woh case ab koi mamooli
murder case nahin hai. Poori middle class
society jadh se hil gayee hai. Ek baap
apni beti ka murder kaise kar sakta hai?
Aur agar ye sach hai, Police ke hisaab
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se... toh jab tak CDI isse verify nahin
karti hai tab tak ye mudda gale mein haddi
ki tarah atka rahega. Ramashankar said you
are the best to handle this for faster
results.

Ashwin looks at Ramashankar with piercing eyes. He smiles
weakly.

RAMASHANKAR PILLAI
Files tumhari gaadi mein rakhwa di hain..

GOVT. SECRETARY
(shakes hands)

Thanks.

They turn to go, Ashwin calls from behind.

ASHWIN
Sir... ek baat poochni thi!

They stop.

ASHWIN
CDI banane ka basic idea kiska tha?

GOVT. SECRETARY
(amused)

Why?

ASHWIN
Bilkul sahi taarekh chuni CDI day ke
liye.. 1st April..

He bursts into a laughter as Ramashankar and Govt. Secretary
don't know how to react to this one.

CUT TO:

EXT. MAKE SHIFT CHINESE STALL - NIGHT

Ashwin back at the chinese food cart, going through the file
while sipping his whiskey from the steel glass. The images in
the file - photos of the victim, the 13 year old girl SHRUTI
TANDON. They are brutal, gory images. Ashwin picks a momo from
the plate nearby and drowns it in the red chilly sauce. He
wipes his hands with a tissue paper and turns the page while
eating. A photo of Shruti in happier times surfaces. The
exterior of the house. Close.

We hear the constant ringing of a doorbell. It rings to the
point of being irritating.
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CUT TO:

EXT. APARTMENT - DAY

A lady in her 30's, the house maid Basanti, presses the bell at
the grilled door of an apartment. There is no answer from
inside. Basanti waits motionless for a few moments. Then goes
and gets the jhadu-katka from the landing and rings the bell
again. NUTAN, the mother of Shruti Tandon, opens the main
wooden door. She tries to open the middle mesh door but they
assume it has been double-locked from outside.

NUTAN
(calls behind towards the
servant room)

Khempal.. Khempal.

No response.

Nutan moves away for a moment to check and returns to the door,
a cordless phone in her hand.

NUTAN (CONT’D)
Phone bhee nahi utha raha hai.

BASANTI
Didi, main neeche jaati hoon, aap
duplicate chaabi phenko.

Nutan nods and turns into the house. Basanti leaves.

CUT TO:

I/E. APARTMENT - CONTINUOUS

Nutan throws the keys from the balcony. Basanti picks it up.
She pushes open the outer grill door with some effort and opens
it. She reaches the middle mesh door and sees that it is
latched from outside. She opens the latch and enters the
apartment. As she enters the living room, Nutan comes out of
Shruti’s room sobbing -

NUTAN
Dekho Khempal kya kar gaya!

Basanti approaches Shruti’s room and peeps through the half
open door.

RAMESH TANDON, father of the victim is standing a step away
from Shruti’s bed. He is expressionless.
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Basanti takes a half-step into the room and glances towards the
bed.

Shruti is lying lifeless, her upper body is covered in blood.
There is blood on the pillow. A camouflage-print school bag
lies on the bed next to her. There are cuts on her head. Her
throat is slit.

A look of horror covers Basanti’s face. She turns towards
Nutan. Her face is streaming with tears.

Basanti panics and runs out of the room.

CUT TO:

EXT. APARTMENT COMPLEX - DAY

A couple of police jeeps rush through the main gate of the
'Sameer - Vihar' Co-op Society. A crowd of people have gathered
below the apartment building.

A hand full of police-men step out of the vehicles. The one
clearly in charge is SENIOR OFFICER - DHANIRAM. He makes his
way up the stairs towards the apartment, followed by his
juniors.

CUT TO:

INT. APARTMENT - DAY

At the entrance of the apartment, several people have gathered.

Dhaniram enters the apartment crudely making his way through
onlookers and assessing the situation.

There is a sound of suppressed wailing in the house everyone
crying and trying to comfort each other.

Dhaniram sees a distraught Ramesh sitting on the sofa, crying
silently.

With him an elderly man, his father-in-law comforting him.
Nutan stands in the corridor staring into nowhere, her face
cold as a stone, eyes red and heavy. Some family and friends
grieve around them.

AMRISH TANDON, Ramesh's older brother late 40s, is the only
active individual in the room. Aggressively speaking on his
mobile phone. He sees the police enter and walks towards them.
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DHANIRAM

Body kahan hai?

The cop is very insensitive about the way he goes about things.

Amrish cuts the call and leads Dhaniram towards a bedroom. They
pass Nutan still standing in the corridor, DR. SUNITA NATHANI,
a friend and colleague comforts her.

Entering the room the SI notices a body on the bed, covered
with a white shroud. He pulls out a pen to raise the sheet.

DHANIRAM
Hmm.. Kya Ramashankarr hai?

He turns to Amrish.

DHANIRAM
Thee..

AMRISH
14.

DHANIRAM
Naam?

AMRISH
Shruti..

DHANIRAM
Naukar ka..

AMRISH
Khempal..

DHANIRAM
Tumhara?

AMRISH
Amrish..

DHANIRAM
Relative?

AMRISH
Meri Bhateejee hai..

DHANIRAM
Hmmm..

Meanwhile police photographer CHAMPAKLAL GUPTA is escorted
inside by a constable. The shroud is pulled back as the
photographer begins to take pictures. Quite heartlessly.
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CUT TO:

EXT. APARTMENT COMPLEX - DAY

More neighbors. Few Media vans are setting up things, reporters
and cameramen are checking their equipment. Another police jeep
stops. SP SHANKAR SINGH in his mid forties steps outside. He
looks at the gathered people and media.

SP SHANKAR SINGH
(to his colleague)

Murder baad mein hota hai aur ye saale
pehle pahaunch jaate hain.

He steps inside the building before the reporters could catch
them.

CUT TO:

INT. APARTMENT - LIVING ROOM - DAY

Ramesh and Nutan are seated on the dining table, both deadpan.
Flanked by Amrish and Pramod Nathani - a Doctor colleague and
the husband of Dr. Sunita Nathani. A constable picks up a
bottle of Ballantine's whiskey that was on the table and takes
it away to make place for Dhaniram who sits across the table
from them along with SP Shankar Singh. While a junior officer
besides him writes into a register.

DHANIRAM
School mein koi problem? Koi boyfriend..?

Ramesh looks away in pain.

NUTAN
She was just 14 years old.

DHANIRAM
Best friend koi ladka?

Nutan looks at him with eyes full of grief.

DHANIRAM
Ya ladki?

Ramesh looks at SP and bursts out.

RAMESH
Why don't you understand? Its Khempal!
Ghar mein 4 log thhe. Do zinda hain.. ek
dead aur ek gaayab. I will appreciate it
officer if you will stop wasting your time
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in these stupid questions and go to look
for that bastard!

Pramod keeps his hand on Ramesh's shoulder and presses it
gently.

The SP smiles softly.

CUT TO:

INT. APARTMENT - STAIRCASE - CONTINUOUS

SP Shankar Singh walks down the stairs with Dhaniram.

SP SHANKAR SINGH
It is the servant. Ek team railway station
bhejo, ek uske ghar, pados mein, ek Mobile
company mein. It is an open-and-shut case

CUT TO:

FLASH CUTS

A frantic search for Khempal has begun. A cop speaks into the
wire-less, describing his appearance.

COP
5 foot 2 inches.. Medium build. Sending
you photos now.

CUT.

I/E. CLOSE-UP: KHEMPAL'S PHOTO ID.

CUT.

EXT. RAILWAY STATION - DAY

Cops at the railway station distributing Khempal's photograph
to the coolies.

CUT TO:

EXT. DELHI ROADS - LATER

The junior officer briefs Singh. A sense of urgency as they
drive through Delhi streets.
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JUNIOR OFFICER

Sir.. Gorakhpur express shaam ko 7 baje
chhoot-ti hai, matlab ki wo abhi yahin
kahin shaher mein hi hona chahiye.

SP SHANKAR SINGH
Hmm.. Pehchaan ke liye koi hai saath?

JUNIOR OFFICER
Sir, Dr. Tandon ka compounder hai..
Khempal uske gaon se hi hai..

Junior officer turns to look at his companion. KANHAIYA smiles
back. J.O disconnects the phone.

KANHAIYA
Saab.. thoda rasiya type ka hai apna
Khempal.. Ek number ka tharki.. Shruti
baby pe dil aaya hua tha uska..

JUNIOR OFFICER
Par Wo to dada hai na? Do pote hain uske.

KANHAIYA
To... Dada ke bhi to dil hota hai na
saab..

A laughter.

CUT TO:

INT. APARTMENT - SHRUTI'S ROOM - DAY

The police is wrapping up the body with a large cloth. Quite
unceremoniously. Amrish supervises, telling them to be more
careful.

CUT TO:

EXT. APARTMENT COMPLEX - DAY

The police carry the body down the steps. Placing it into the
back of a van.

The media persons go into a tizzy, camera men rush like
vultures for a place to get the best shot, reporters shout out
questions.

REPORTER 1
Murder hai ya suicide?
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REPORTER 2

Bhaiye, homework karke aa na... Murder
hai... naukar maar ke bhaag gaya hai.

Nutan remains standing near the landing of the building - numb.
Ramesh distraught - being held up by Amrish walks up to the
van. They climb in with the body. The doors shut.

CUT TO:

INT. APARTMENT - DAY

More visitors are home walking in and out of all the rooms -
even the murder scene. Pramod Nathani accompanied by Dr. Rajiv
Kumar, another colleague of Dr. Tandon, comes to Dhaniram.

RAJIV
Sir.. Kamre mein khoon phaila hua hai..
gadda, chaadar poore khoon mein bheege hue
hain.

Dhaniram speaks over his phone.

DHANIRAM
Main to yahaan Sameer Vihar mein hoon
Sir.. SP saab duty laga ke gaye hain..
Ji..

He gestures to Pramod to convey that they are done with those
things. Pramod waits for him to finish.

DHANIRAM
(laughs in phone)

Nahin Sir.. Kya baat kar rahe hain Sir..
Main kisi aur ko yahan pe bitha ke aata
hoon sir.. Jee sir.. Jai hind..

Dhaniram disconnects the phone and looks at Pramod, irritated.

DHANIRAM
Sample le liye hain humne..

PRAMOD NATHANI
To chhat pe daal dein?

DHANIRAM
(more irritated)

Tumhara kambal, tumhari chaddar.. Chhat
pe daalo ki sandook mein dalo. Main kya
bataaoon..

He puts reading glasses on his nose to check his text messages.
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CUT TO:

INT. APARTMENT - STAIRCASE - DAY

Pramod and Rajiv carry the blanket and bedsheet in plastic bags
on the staircase. Rajiv notices something on the staircase
leading up to the terrace. He takes a closer look. It seems
like wiped blood stains and wiped bloody footprints on the
staircase. There are bloodstains on the handle which has a
pad-lock on it.

CUT TO:

EXT. APARTMENT COMPLEX - DAY

Dhaniram has just finished popping a paan into his mouth and is
ready to leave in his van as Pramod comes running to him.

PRAMOD NATHANI
Sir.. Ek minute..

DHANIRAM
Kya hua..

PRAMOD NATHANI
Sir terrace ki seedhiyoon aur darwaze pe
khoon ke nishaan hain..

Dhaniram is irritated, he looks at his watch and looks back at
him.

CUT TO:

INT. APARTMENT - STAIRCASE/TERRACE - CONTINUOUS

Dhaniram examines the handle and lock as he chews Paan, his
mouth slowly filling up with the paan thook.

DHANIRAM
Chaabi kahan hai?

PRAMOD NATHANI
Mil nahi rahi hai abhi.. Aap tod dijiye
taala..

DHANIRAM
(whispers)

O bete!!

He comes close.
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DHANIRAM

Taaley chor toda karte hain.. Police
waale nahin..

He turns and starts to walk down the staircase with a hint of
urgency to spit his paan.

DHANIRAM
(To himself)

Sawan ke andhe ko har jagah hariyali
dikhayi deti hai..

(Loudly)
zang hai ye bhai zang.. Khoon nahi hai!!

Pramod and Rajiv look at each other.

Dhaniram climbs down the staircase. His phone rings, he looks
at the screen and stops. He has to take this call, he looks for
the space to spit but doesn't find a spot.

Rajiv calls from behind.

RAJIV
(To Dhaniram)

Aur wo wahan seediyoon pe kya hai?

Dhaniram turns and spits out on the steps.

DHANIRAM
Khoon hai!

Pramod and Rajiv are shocked, they look at each other. Dhaniram
takes the call.

DHANIRAM
Sir nikal chuka hoon.. Gadi mein hoon..
Sir

CUT TO:

EXT. CREMATORIUM - EVENING

The ceremonial earthen pot is smashed on the ground. A pandit
chants some mantras. Ramesh, numb and zombie-like is brought to
the pyre where Shruti's body lies.

A crematorium helper brings a burning log of wood to Amrish.
Amrish hands the log to Ramesh. Ramesh walks towards the pyre
and touches the burning log to the funeral pyre.

Nutan stands looking blank and numb.

The rest of the family and friends grieve in silence.
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The wood pyre burns up against the setting sun.

FADE OUT
FADE IN:

INT. CDI GUESTHOUSE - BEDROOM - DAY

The room has a very cold, non-homely atmosphere. A couple of
unpacked suitcases lie on the side.

Ashwin wakes up in the same clothes he was wearing at the bar.
A file is open spread across his chest. On the bedside table
lie various photo's of the crime-scene and a half empty coffee
mug. The lamp is still on. He crawls out of bed.

CUT TO:

INT. CDI GUESTHOUSE - BATHROOM - DAY

Hot water jets out of the shower. Ashwin soaks himself in the
water, just standing still. His mind clearly heavy and
preoccupied with many things.

CUT TO:

I/E. FAMILY COURT - DAY

Ashwin walks up the staircase. He comes outside the courtroom
waiting area where the beautiful lady from the scene one, Reema
Kumar, waits with her elderly father.

Ashwin moves forward and touches Reema's father's feet. There
is an exchange of cold vibe in between the two.

ASHWIN
Hi..

Reema softly nods her head.

CUT TO:

INT. FAMILY COURT - DAY

Ashwin and Reema are seated in front of a judge. Her father
seated beside her. Their individual lawyers sitting besides
them. The judge glances through some documents.

JUDGE
(looking at the papers)

Mr and Mrs Kumar aap log Mutual Consent
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se alag hona chahte hain, magar phir bhi
aapko 6 mahine ka trial separation dene se
pehle, alag hone ki vajah jaane ka sawaal
mujhe aapse poochna padega.

There's an awkward silence between the two. Nobody speaks.

JUDGE
Mr. Kumar

ASHWIN
Mere paas koi vajah nahi hai..

JUDGE
Mrs Kumar.. Arzee aapne jama ki hai court
mein..

Reema turns to Ashwin, he keeps looking straight,
expressionless.

REEMA
Alag hone ki vajah nahin hai toh saath
rehne ki bhi koi vajah nahin hai..

Reema turns to the Judge.

REEMA
Hum bevajah saat sote hain aur saath jagte
hain, bevajah ladte hain aur bevajah hi
pyaar karte hain.. Hamara rishta kai saal
pehle mar chuka hai. Hum dono uski laash
ki boo mein sad rahe hain, bina vajah..

A beat.

ASHWIN
Shaadi ke baad hum dono ke affairs bhi
hue thhe..

Reema turns to look at him. This time he turns too. Their eyes
are locked.

REEMA
Kin logon ke saath wo bhi jaan-na chahenge
aap?

The judge is stunned. On his face - Pre-lap sound:

The song - 'Ooh la la ooh la la, tu
hai meri fantasy' - blasts loudly.

CUT TO:
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EXT. HIGH-WAY - DAY

A rented Toyota Innova travels on the high-way. It's early
morning, the roads are quite empty. A chauffeur drives while
Amrish sleeps in the front passenger seat. Nutan and Ramesh are
behind - both silently looking out the window, an urn covered
with cloth on Ramesh's lap.

Amrish awakens because of the music, looking behind him he
angrily presses some buttons of the CD player.

AMRISH
(to chauffeur)

Aap please isse band kar denge..

The driver switches it off. Amrish looks back, the couple still
the same.

The drive continues. Amrish's cell-phone rings, he answers.

AMRISH
Hello. Ji... What!

CUT TO:

EXT. APARTMENT - TERRACE - DAY

A white shroud is removed from the face of a decaying corpse. A
clearly perplexed Dhaniram is on his knees, his mouth covered
from his handkerchief, examining the body. There are blood
stains on the ground, leading to where the corpse is.

Champaklal is back, clicking photos of the body. Rajiv and
Pramod explain the episode in whispers to Ramesh.

PRAMOD NATHANI
Humne to kal hi dikhaye thhe khoon ke
nishaan taale par. He ridiculed us.

RAJIV
Mere uncle ne tudwaya tala..

He points to a smug-looking rotund man in his mid 60s.

RAJIV
Mr. D K Gogia.. Retired police officer..
Maine phone pe inhe bataya to ye sab kaam
chhod ke yahan pahunch gaye.

D K GOGIA
(Blushes)

Arre ye bhee to kaam hee hain na Munnu..
Ramashankarr se retire hua hoon.. Aqal se
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nahi.

Dhaniram walks to them still holding his handkerchief. He
gestures towards the corpse asking about the identity. Ramesh
moves forward to look at the dead body, Dhaniram follows.

RAMESH
(whispers)

Lagta to Khempal hi hai..

DHANIRAM
O Bete!! Lagta hai, matlab? Tumhare
yahan kaam karta tha na 2 saal se?

Ramesh is quiet.

CUT TO:

EXT. APARTMENT COMPLEX - DAY

Nutan speaks to Ramesh from inside the car holding the urn. A
constable stands next to him.

NUTAN
Main asthiyaan lekar ghar mein nahin aa
sakti. Pandit ji ne mana kiya hai.

RAMESH
To gaadi mein chhod do..

Nutan holds the urn closer.

NUTAN
I am not leaving her alone..

A beat.

RAMESH
Raat kya pehna tha Khempal ne.. yaad hai?

Nutan thinks.

RAMESH
Jeans..?

NUTAN
Haan aur green t shirt..

Ramesh nods.

CUT TO:
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EXT. APARTMENT - TERRACE - DAY

Champaklal is taking photographs of his colleagues to pass
time, they make funny faces for the camera. Just then something
catches his attention, something on the wall. He goes closer to
see a hand-print made in what seems to be like blood.

CHAMPAKLAL
(to Dhaniram)

Sir ye dekhiye...

Dhaniram goes close to have a look. He whispers to himself in
surprise.

DHANIRAM
O bete...!! Ho gaya case solved..

He turns around.

DHANIRAM
Forensic walon ko phone lagao.

A man starts dialing a number on his cell phone. Ramesh's voice
comes from behind.

RAMESH
Body Khempal ki hi hai..

Dhaniram looks back at him.

DHANIRAM
Aur ye nishaan?

Ramesh looks at the bloody palm-print.

DHANIRAM
Aapke?

Dhaniram bursts into a laughter and pats his shoulder.

DHANIRAM
Sorry..

CUT TO:

EXT. APARTMENT - TERRACE / STAIRCASE - DAY

The palm-print has been encircled with a piece of chalk.
Dhaniram is on the phone again. The cops are dragging the heavy
body down the staircase. Blood seeps out of the corners forming
new stains on the staircase.
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TV Reporters, Cameramen and photographers are swarming in the
terrace as one Reporter speaks into camera, the bloody
handprint in the frame behind her -

REPORTER1
Shruti Tandon murder case har din koi nayi
karvat leta hai. Aaj ek aur laash chhat
par se mili hai. Kaha ja raha hai, ye us
naukar ki hai, jise ab tak qaatil mana jaa
raha tha.

CUT TO:

EXT. HARIDWAR - DAY

The Ganges flows rapidly as dozens of worshipers take a dip in
the river. The holy city is as vibrant as ever.

Sounds of chants and bhajans resonate from all around. Ramesh
and Nutan walk the streets accompanied by Amrish. Nutan holds
the urn covered by a cloth.

CUT TO:

INT. HARIDWAR - 'ASHES IMMERSION SERVICES' OFFICE - DAY

The walls of the office are full of posters and ads promising
moksha after a pure and traditional immersion in the holy
river.

A priest is seated across the table from them along with an
office assistant at his side.

Ramesh and Amrish are seated at the table, Nutan sits behind
them. The priest asks questions as the assistant fills the
form.

PRIEST
Naam..

RAMESH
Shruti.. Tandon.

INTERCUT:

At the river bank, the urn is untied and placed at the steps.
Various things used in religious ceremonies are set up along
with the urn.

A photo of Shruti is placed up against the urn. We hear the
priests voice as a religious ceremony begins.
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PRIEST

(voice-over)
Aayu..?

RAMESH
(voice-over)

14 saal...

Teary eyed both Ramesh and Nutan perform the pooja and the
various religious rituals.

PRIEST
(voice-over)

Janam tithi

RAMESH
(voice-over)

24 March..

The pooja continues. Both take a dip in the holy river as a
sadhu chants out mantras.

PRIEST
(voice-over)

Mrityu tithi

RAMESH
15 March...

PRIEST
Mrityu ka samay.

Ramesh joins his hands as he stands in the flowing river. He
prays.

PRIEST
(voice-over)

Jajmaan..

We cut back to the 'Ashes immersion services' office.

PRIEST
Jajmaan.. Samay.. Mrityu ka..

Ramesh is frozen. He has no response, he turns to Amrish and
Nutan. Nutan looks him in the eye. Ramesh gathers himself.

RAMESH
2 baje Subah..

We cut back to the riverbank, the pooja has been wrapped up.
Both parents empty the urn and cry as the ashes empty out into
the Ganges.
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CUT TO:

EXT. DELHI STREETS - NIGHT

Empty Delhi streets. The clouds rumble. Suddenly it starts to
rain.

CUT.

EXT. APARTMENT - TERRACE - NIGHT

The bloodied palm-print on the wall is getting washed away in
the rain.

CUT TO:

INT. OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL OF POLICE - DAY

SP Shankar Singh is seated on a chair in the center of a large
room, clearly nervous. In front of him the Inspector General of
police GURBACHAN SINGH, paces up and down fervently.

SP SHANKAR SINGH
Sir Qatil bahut chalaaq hai..

I.G.
Aur hum? Chutiye / Gadhe?

Shankar watches his tirade in silence.

I.G.
Agar iss weekend tak humne kuch nahin
kiya, toh Nithari ki tarah ye case bhee
CDI ke paas chala jaayega.

The I.G. stops pacing, comes closer to Shankar and looks him
firmly in the eyes.

I.G.
Agar mera transfer hua to main akela nahin
jaaunga..

I.G. leans over Shankar.

I.G.
(whispers) )

Ab ya toh qatil dhoondh ya doosri naukri.

Shankar nods.

CUT TO:
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INT. POST-MORTEM HOUSE - RECEPTION - DAY

Shankar sits on the couch at the reception of the forensic lab
and flips through the pages of the postmortem report. A squint
eyed peon comes from inside.

PEON
Sir..

The person sitting next to Shankar also gets up. Both look at
each other confused. The peon smiles and gestures at Shankar.

PEON
Aap nahi Aap..

CUT TO:

INT. POST-MORTEM HOUSE - DAY

Shankar enters a dimly lit room, as a couple of tube-lights
flicker on, he notices a stench in the air. In front of him on
a platform a couple of corpses are covered by blankets. DR
SANDEEP DUBEY turns around and waves at Shankar.

DR. DUBEY
(uncovering a corpse)

Fresh arrivals..

He pulls out his rubber gloves and gestures Shankar to join him
at his work desk. Shankar leans over to see photographs of
Shruti's corpse. Detailed close-ups of wounds and bloodstains.

DR. DUBEY
Pehle sar pe kisi bhaari cheez.. jaise
hathoda, ya rod.. se do vaar. Woh behosh
ho gayi hogi. Phir laghbhag aadhe ghante
baad

(pointing closely to a close
up of the neck)

Yaahan gale pe bade kareene se, kisi
expert ki tarah external jugular vein par
cut number ek, aur tasalli ke liye ek
chhota sa late cut.. number 2.

SP SHANKAR SINGH
Aur naukar?

He points to a bunch of similar photos of Khempal.

DR. DUBEY
Hu-ba-hu..

Shankar nods.
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CUT TO:

INT. SP'S OFFICE - NIGHT.

Things from the crime scene- the photographs, the postmortem
report, Chetan bhagat's book "3 mistakes of my life", print out
of e mails, etc. are spread over a table inside the SP Shankar
Singh's office. An exhausted and tired Shankar Singh snores on
his chair. Dhaniram sits opposite, his eyes fixed at the
objects on the table. He looks at snoring Shankar Singh, picks
up the tea glass and walks to the next room.

He stands there in the center of the room and suddenly with
full force crashes the glass on the floor. Shankar Singh wakes
up with a start in his room.

SP SHANKAR SINGH
Aye..

He looks around and screams.

SP SHANKAR SINGH
Kya hua?

Dhaniram enters with a beaming smile on his lips.

DHANIRAM
Sorry sir..

He stands close to Shankar.

DHANIRAM
Sir doosre kamre mein ek chhota sa glass
phoota.. Aur aap din bhar ke thake haare..
gehri neend se jaag pade. Dhadsina..

SP SHANKAR SINGH
To?

DHANIRAM
Wahan doosre kamre mein do do qatl ho
gaye aur maa baap ghode bech kar sote
rahe? Zara sochiye sir..

He is suddenly very energetic, picks up the file of e mails.

DHANIRAM
Sir ye mail dekhiye. Ismein ladki maafi
maang rahee ki papa phir aisi galti kabhee
nahi karoongi. Kya thee wo galti?

He picks up the novel "3 mistakes of my life".
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DHANIRAM

Aur galti nahi galtiyaan. Teen teen.
Tabhee to ye kitab padh rahee thee. 3
mistakes of Chetan Bhagat.. Ye internet ki
report, ladki ke kamre ka router, death ke
time ghanto baad on off hua. Agar maa baap
so rahe thay to kaun jaaga tha ghar mein,
ladki ka bhoot?

Shankar Singh's eyes suddenly light up. He looks at the things
spread over the table. He smiles within himself.

CUT TO:

INT. POLICE STATION - INTERROGATION ROOM - DAY

Ramesh is seated in a dimly lit room. SP Shankar Singh stands
in front of him.

SP SHANKAR SINGH
Ghar mein 4 log thhe. Do zinda hain.. Aur
2 dead..

RAMESH
Aap kehna kya chahte hain?

CUT TO:

INT. APARTMENT - SHRUTI'S ROOM - DAY

In Shruti's room Dhaniram inspects the scene of the crime. He
checks the books kept on the table while Nutan stands behind.

DHANIRAM
Ye ki.. Ek raat mein do-do qatl hue ghar
mein.. Aur aap dono ko pata bhi nahin
chala..?

NUTAN
Hamara kamre mein A.C. ka itna shor hota
hai ki baahar ki kuch aawaz andar nahin
aati hai.

Dhaniram is amused. He whispers.

DHANIRAM
O bete!! Phir to andar ki aawaz baahar bhi
nahin jaati hogi?

He laughs at his own joke. Nutan is disgusted.

CUT TO:
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I/E. NOIDA ROADS - DAY

Kanhaiya speaks to the Junior officer inside the moving police
car.

KANHAIYA
Sabse bade rasiya to Shruti ke papa hain
Sir..

JUNIOR OFFICER
Achha..?

KANHAIYA
Jee.. Wo hain na unke clinic mein doosri
doctrani unke mareez hain hamare Doctor
saab.

A laughter.

CUT TO:

INT. POLICE STATION - INTERROGATION ROOM - DAY

SP SHANKAR SINGH
Bahut pyaar karte thhe beti se?

Ramesh nods.

SP SHANKAR SINGH
Aur biwi se?

RAMESH
Ji?

SP SHANKAR SINGH
Mera matlab.. Shaadi mein koi problem..
Issue?

CUT TO:

INT. APARTMENT - LIVING ROOM - DAY

Nutan sits on the sofa of her drawing room while Dhaniram goes
through the papers in his file.

NUTAN
Our marriage is fine.

CUT TO:

INT. POLICE STATION - INTERROGATION ROOM - DAY
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SP SHANKAR SINGH

(to Ramesh)
Ok Ok.. Har koi apni biwi se pyar karta
hai.

He bends closer.

SP SHANKAR SINGH (CONT’D)
Aur nahin bhi karta hai to karne ki
acting to karta hi hai.

He laughs at his own joke and asks for a hi-five. Ramesh is
unsure, Shankar gestures at his palm. Ramesh softly pats on his
palm.

SP SHANKAR SINGH (CONT’D)
(still laughing)

Aur Doctor Mrs Nathani. Us-se bhi karte
thhe kya?

Ramesh's eyes dart up.

SP SHANKAR SINGH (CONT’D)
Pyar..

He laughs more.

CUT TO:

EXT. APARTMENT COMPLEX - DAY

Kanhaiya speaks to some other cops.

KANHAIYA
Sir maine to yeh bhee suna ki chhutiyyon
mein ye saare miyan biwi mil kar ek khel
bhee khelte hain.. Adla badlee ka..

COP
Kya?

KANHAIYA
Jee wo angrezi mein bolte thay.. wife..
soap..

COP
Wife swapping?

Kanhaiya nods his head heartily.

CUT TO:
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INT. NATHANI CLINIC - DAY

Sunita Nathani is questioned by Dhaniram.

SUNITA NATHANI
What! Are you insane..? I'm a happily
married woman!

CUT TO:

INT. APARTMENT - LIVING ROOM - DAY

NUTAN
Iska Shruti ke murder se kya lena dena
hai?

CUT TO:

INT. POLICE STATION - INTERROGATION ROOM - DAY

SP SHANKAR SINGH
(to Ramesh)

Hai.. Lena bhi aur dena bhi.. Shruti ko
pata chal gaya tha tum dono ke baare
mein..

CUT TO:

EXT. APARTMENT COMPLEX - DAY

KANHAIYA
Wo bahut dukhi rehne lagi thee sir..
Bahut..

CUT TO:

INT. POLICE STATION - DAY

Some female cops are around as Dhaniram questions Nutan.

DHANIRAM
(to Nutan)

Andar andar ghut rahi thi bechari. Na
dostoon ko bata sakti thi na rishtedaaroon
ko. To bacha kaun? Haan?

CUT TO:

INT. POLICE STATION - DAY
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KANHAIYA

Khempal.. darr gaya tha sir. Usney mujhse
kaha tha ki uski jaan ko khatra hai.

SP SHANKAR SINGH
Kis sey?

Kanhaiya is quiet.

CUT TO:

INT. POLICE STATION - INTERROGATION ROOM - DAY

Ramesh tries to explain helplessly.

RAMESH
8 din baad birthday tha uska. Par humne
gift pehle hee de diya. Aapne videos dekhe
hain uss raat ke. Hum bahut pyar karte
thay uss sey.

CUT TO:

INT. POLICE STATION - DAY

Nutan has tears in her eyes.

NUTAN
Apne Birthday ke liye usney.. doston ke
saath ek sleepover bhee plan kiya tha.

Dhaniram is alarmed.

DHANIRAM
Doston ke saath! sleep! matlab? Kya hota
hai usmey?

INT. POLICE STATION - CONTINUOUS

RAMESH
Sab bachhey kisi ek dost ke ghar mein
ruktey hain. Akele.

SP SHANKAR SINGH
Bina maa baap ke?

CUT TO:

INT. POLICE STATION - DAY
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DHANIRAAM

Aur karte kya hain raat bhar?

Nutan is disgusted. Dhaniram speaks philosophically.

DHANIRAM
Saara dosh Internet ka hai Bhabhi ji..
Kodh hai ye samaaj ka. Internet.

CUT TO:

INT. HARIDWAR - 'ASHES IMMERSION SERVICES' OFFICE - DAY

The Pandit shows Inspector Dhaniram the register where the time
of death is written as 2 AM.

CUT TO:

INT. POLICE STATION - INTERROGATION ROOM - DAY

Shankar throws the photo copy of the death certificate of
Shruti at Ramesh's face.

SP SHANKAR SINGH
Agar tumne murder nahin kiya hai to tumhe
kaise pata ki wo subha 2 baje mari thi.

Tears roll off Ramesh's cheeks as he looks at the paper.

CUT TO:

I/E. U.P. VIDHAN SABHA - DAY

A regular day in the corridors of the legislative assembly.

CUT.

INT. U.P. VIDHAN SABHA - CONTINUOUS

The I.G. Gurbachan Singh sits in a waiting area with SP Shankar
Singh sifting through a file.

I.G.
Like father like daughter.. Chhee chhee
chhee!!

They see the Chief Minister's cabin door open. A man wearing a
sharp suit in conversation with another senior official, walk
out. The man in the suit is JAI Kumar DIXIT, aka JK
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Gurbachan approaches JK from the back.

I.G.
Sir... we're from the anti corruption
bureau..!

The senior official is slightly taken aback. JK turns around
and is pleasantly surprised. Gurbachan laughs.

JK
Arre... Guru..

I.G.
JK. Tu kya kar raha hai yahan?

They hug each other.

JK
Arre yaar saala deputation aa raha hai na
next year..

I.G.
Kahan ja rahe ho?

JK
Kya pata yaar.. May be CDI.. Tu kaise
yahan?

I.G.
The Noida double murder case.. you know,
the young girl and the servant.. (gestures
towards CM's cabin) Reporting to
'high-command'!

They share a laugh.

JK
Any leads?

I.G. nods with a smile.

I.G.
Working on it..

Shankar can't control himself

SP SHANKAR SINGH
(with a wicked smile)

We've cracked it Sir!

A beat.

JK looks at Shankar and then looks at the I.G. He is amused.
The I.G. looks at Shankar piercingly. Shankar looks down.
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SP SHANKAR SINGH

Sorry Sir..

An officer comes from the CM's door and gestures to Gurbachan
to enter.

I.G.
Bahut achhi Malt bacha rakkhi hai tere
liye.. Kab aa raha hai?

JK
Jab bhi yaar.. it takes just an hour from
Gurgaon to Noida..

I.G.
Theek hai next week.

Gurbachan shakes J.K's hand and heads towards the cabin door.

CUT TO:

INT. APARTMENT - LIVING ROOM - DAY

A havan is taking place at the Tandons' residence. Ramesh and
Nutan are seated as a priest conducts the religious ceremony.
Various family members and friends of Shruti are present.

INTERCUT WITH:

INT. PRESS CONFERENCE ROOM - DAY

Gurbachan walks into the room, followed by Shankar. They take
a seat on the table. They are quickly surrounded by media
personal, each vying for the best spot.

I.G.
We're pleased to announce that Police has
successfully solved the twin murder case
of Kruti and the servant.

Shankar turns to him and writes on a paper "Sir its Shruti and
not Kruti". He passes on the chit to him. The I.G. takes the
slip but doesn't bother to read it and carries on with his
victory speech.

I.G.
Hamara investigation iss natije par
pahuncha hai ki dono murders mein kisi ek
hi shakhs ka haath hai.

CUT TO:
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INT. APARTMENT - LIVING ROOM - DAY

Rajesh's extends his arm to pour ghee into the ceremonial
flame. His face is grim.

Nutan holds his hand in support.

The pandit reads some shlokas. A photo of Shruti is placed
beside them.

INTERCUT WITH:

INT. PRESS CONFERENCE ROOM - DAY

Cameras flash and reporters shout out questions for the I.G. He
continues with the briefing.

I.G.
He found Shruti and Khempal in an
objectionable, though not compromising,
position.

INTERCUT WITH:

INT. APARTMENT - SHRUTI'S ROOM - DAY

As the havan continues outside, inside Shruti's room her
friends enter her room, sorrowfully touching her things. Her
clothes, books, old photo's etc. Everyone is crying, grieving.

CUT TO:

INT. APARTMENT - LIVING ROOM

Meanwhile in the living room a couple of police officials
arrive and ask to talk to Ramesh and Nutan.

COP
(to Sunita Nathani)

Kuch shinaakht karwaani hai..

Sunita looks at him questioningly.

COP
Identification..

Sunita nods.

CUT TO:
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INT. PRESS CONFERENCE ROOM - DAY

Gurbachan continues with his briefing.

I.G.
He killed her in a fit of rage when he
caught them together... even though he is
as characterless as his daughter was.

He looks around. The stunned silence among the press people.

I.G.
This is a simple and straight case of
"Honor Killing".

MATCH CUT TO:

INT. APARTMENT - LIVING ROOM - EVENING

The same image of the I.G. is playing on the TV with the ticker
at the bottom reading BREAKING NEWS.

The havan is over. Most people have left. Mr. and Mrs. Nathani
along with a few close family members watch in horror as the
news unfolds.

Sunita picks up her cell-phone and frantically makes a call.

CUT TO:

INT. POLICE BUILDING - NOIDA - EVENING

Nutan sits alone in a large room, a female police constable
stands at the door. Her cell-phone rings. The call is Sunita's.
She answers.

SUNITA (VO)
Hello.. Nutan, Ramesh kahan hai?

NUTAN
Hum kisi police building mein hain. Wo
Ramesh ko andar le gaye hain kisi
identification ke liye.

SUNITA (VO)
Nutan they're saying he killed her..

Nutan can't believe her ears.

NUTAN
What? What do you mean they? Who?
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SUNITA

The police. It's all over the news..
They're accusing Ramesh of killing Shruti
and Khempal.

Nutan freezes. She tries to go out of the room, calling for a
senior officer. She is stopped by the female cop.

NUTAN
Ramesh kahan hai?

FEMALE COP
Wo andar hai.

She tries to go inside, the female cop stops her.

FEMALE COP
Aap allowed nahin hain.

NUTAN
Kaise allowed nahin hoon. I'm his wife..

She tries to force herself in. A struggle. A senior cop comes
out hurriedly.

SENIOR COP
Kya hua..?

Nutan leaves the female cop.

NUTAN
Mere husband.. Unhe andar bandh kar rakkha
hai.

The cop takes her inside. The room is empty.

SENIOR COP
Dekhiye.. Yahan to koi nahin hai.

Nutan is helpless, tears fill up her eyes.

CUT TO:

INT. DASNA JAIL - CELL - NIGHT

A shot of Dasna Jail exterior.

Ramesh sits alone on the floor in a jail cell. He looks tired
and thirsty. SP Shankar sits, opposite on a chair. A beat.

RAMESH
Mujhe apne vaqeel se baat karni hai..
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Shankar smiles.

SP SHANKAR SINGH
Vaqeel kuch nahin kar paayega Doctor
saab.. Confess kar lo, saste mein
chhootoge.

Ramesh is quiet, Shankar leans forward.

SP SHANKAR SINGH
Rarest of the rare case mein aata hai
tumhara case.. Phaansi hogi, wo bhi fast
track court se..

Ramesh has tears in his eyes now.

RAMESH
Kyon marunga main apni beti ko?

SP SHANKAR SINGH
Kyon to pehle bhi bataaya hai maine
tumhe.. Kaise.. ab wo bhi bataaoon..?

He holds his chin to lift his face. A beat.

CUT TO:

INT. APARTMENT - NIGHT

A laptop screen. An email is sent and a hand closes the laptop.
Ramesh puts his laptop aside and picks up his whiskey glass
from the bedside table. It is empty. He gets up and leaves the
room. Nutan is asleep on the bed. The AC is on.

Outside, the house is dimly lit, like after the household has
gone to sleep.

SP SHANKAR SINGH (VO)
Uss raat tum der tak laptop pe kam kar
rahe thhe.

Ramesh heads to the bar and takes out a bottle of Ballentine's.
Pours himself a stiff drink.

RAMESH
(slightly softly)

Khemu, zara barf la dena...

He sees his golf club lying next to the fridge. He picks it up
and does a practice swing.
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RAMESH

(a little louder)
Khempal..!

Still no answer.

Ramesh heads towards the kitchen and Khempal's room. Both are
empty. He hears a sound coming from the back of the house.

He approaches Shruti's bedroom. The door is closed. A dim light
leaks from the cracks. His hand reaches out to turn the knob
slowly.

He enters the bedroom to find Shruti and Khempal in an intimate
position. They both turn to look at Ramesh.

In a fit of rage Ramesh takes a swing towards them with the
club. He strikes Khempal at the back of his head. He falls off
the bed, onto the floor. Shruti tries to get up to protect
Khempal.

SHRUTI
Papa..!

The club hits her hard on the head. She immediately passes out
on the bed.

In her bedroom, Nutan stirs at the sound. She sits up.

In Shruti’s room, Ramesh shows no remorse, he swings again
hitting Khempal on his arm.

KHEMPAL
Saab.. Rukiye... hum sirf..

Nutan enters the room. Ramesh is unstoppable. He hits him hard
on his shoulder, back and head again and again till he passes
out.

Nutan is too shocked to react as Ramesh stands there breathing
heavily.

CUT TO:

INT. APARTMENT - NIGHT

Nutan sits on the floor outside on the verandah and cries
profusely. Ramesh drags out Khempal's body wrapped in a bed
sheet.

CUT TO:
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I/E. APARTMENT - STAIRCASE - NIGHT

Ramesh drags the body up the stairs onto the terrace.
Unknowingly leaving blood stains on the stairs. He is
breathless, calls for Nutan.

RAMESH
Nutan.. Help me please..

Nutan comes in, tears still rolling off her cheeks. She wipes
her face with her sleeve and starts helping her husband
dragging the body onto the staircase.

They reach the terrace and put the body in one corner. Both are
breathless. Ramesh takes support of the wall unknowingly making
a hand print on the wall.

CUT TO:

INT. APARTMENT - LIVING ROOM - NIGHT

Ramesh makes a stiff drink and accidently leaves blood stains
on the Ballentine's bottle.

He opens his medical kit and takes out a sharp instrument. He
looks at Nutan whose tears have also dried up by now. A beat.

CUT TO:

EXT. APARTMENT - TERRACE - NIGHT

Ramesh opens the bed sheet and with a lot of precision makes a
cut on the throat of unconscious Khempal. His body flutters for
a moment as the blood spurts out from his throat. He becomes
motionless a moment later.

CUT TO:

INT. APARTMENT - SHRUTI'S ROOM - NIGHT

Nutan stands outside Shruti's room and looks at the ceiling
emotionless.

Inside, Ramesh cries silently as he sits next to Shruti's body,
the cuts on her throat are at the same place as Khempal's.

CUT TO:

INT. APARTMENT - NIGHT
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They both dress the murder scene together. Placing the body in
certain way.

SP SHANKAR SINGH (VO)
Dono qatl karke pehle tumne kamre se
khoon saaf kiya.

We see them washing blood stains from their clothes.

SP SHANKAR SINGH (VO)
Har jagah har cheez se apne fingerprints
mitaye..

Ramesh wipes his finger prints from club and dental instrument.
He flushes the scalpel down the toilet.

SP SHANKAR SINGH (VO)
Aur phir tasalli se baithkar sharaab
pee..

Ramesh pours a stiff drink from the Ballentine's bottle,
unknowingly leaving the blood stains on it. He then goes to the
fridge and puts some ice cubes into it. He sips it standing
next to Nutan, at the entrance of the room. The scene of the
crime is dressed. At the centre of the room lies 14-year old
Shruti's corpse.

CUT TO:

INT. DASNA JAIL - CELL - NIGHT

Ramesh flinches and shuts his eyes tight, shocked hearing
Shankar's narration of the murder. Tears are forming again on
his already wet face.

SP SHANKAR SINGH
Ab confession karna chahoge?

Tears running down Ramesh's face profusely now. He puts his
hands together pleading, as Shankar walks away. The cop behind
him locks the door.

RAMESH
(crying)

Please.. Please let me call my wife. My
lawyer.. Maine nahi maara hai apni beti
ko.. Mera vishwaas karo.. Please sir.. I
didn't kill her.

FADE TO BLACK.
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INT. SIMILAR APARTMENT - DAY

A sensationalistic INDIA-TV news reporter speaks into camera as
he walks inside an apartment. We intercut with uncouth images
of the channel's dramatic re-construction of the murder.

INDIA-TV REPORTER
Aise hi flat mein hua hindustan ka sab se
sansanikhez, sab se pecheeda aur ab tak
ansuljha... 14 saal ki Shruti ka qatl..

CUT TO:

EXT. DELHI STREETS - DAY

Reactions of common people on the road, into TV camera.

ELDERLY SALESMAN
Gali mein kutta rota hai raat ko to neend
nahin aati, aur bagal ke room mein beti
qatl ho gayee aur ye sote rahe.. Koi baat
hai!!

A HOUSEWIFE
Daal mein agar kuch kaala nahin toh
Nirala toh hai hee Bhaisaab!!

A TEENAGE GIRL
Of course we all have boyfriends ya.. But
an old man? Yuck!

CUT TO:

EXT. DELHI STREETS - DAY

NGO's hold protests and candle marches in support of the
parents. Reporters cover the events.

NGO WORKER
(to news reporter)

Koi baap kaise apni beti ko maar sakta
hai? This is an educated family we are
talking about! Media is heartless. Unhe
sensational stories chahiye, apni TRP ke
liye.. bas!

CUT TO:

INT. NDTV STUDIO - NIGHT
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Nutan appears on NDTV - in a one-on-one interview. Although
shattered, she is relatively calm while speaking.

NUTAN
Aur ek din subah achanak hamari family
khatam.. We couldn't even mourn over our
loss and they arrested him.. Ramesh ki
jaan thee Shruti.. usne kabhi chaanta tak
nahin maara usse aur police, media
everyone is..

She chokes and stops to gather herself.

NUTAN
(in choked voice)

I have faith in the legal system, I hope
justice is done.

CUT TO:

INT. INDIA TV STUDIO - NIGHT

The same INDIA-TV reporter interviews a socialite and a social
activist.

SOCIALITE SHOMA RAY
I mean you have just lost your kid man..
How can you be in so much control? Maine
dekha aapke channel mein Mrs Tandon ka
interview. Honestly.. It appeared a bit
too calculated and melodramatic. Mujhe to
lagta hai ki kahin wo inki adopted bachhi
to nahi thee? They should definitely do a
DNA test.

The activist argues back.

ACTIVIST
Kis bina par arrest kiya aapne? We're
talking about accusing somebody of
murdering their daughter and shaking the
very faith in the institution of family!

The minister for Welfare of women and children speaks up
emphatically.

WELFARE MINISTER
Police ko koi haq nahin hai, ki ek chhoti
si bachhi jo ki ab zinda bhee nahi hai, us
par iss tarah se keechad uchhaley! That
police man should not be allowed to remain
in his post!
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The argument continues.

CUT TO:

INT. HOME MINISTRY CONFERENCE ROOM - DAY

At a press-conference. The Govt. Secretary briefs the press.

GOVT. SECRETARY
After going through the case details The
Home Ministry has requested CDI to take
over the case.

CUT TO:

EXT. APARTMENT COMPLEX - DAY

Govt. Secretary's voice continues as two white ambassadors with
red lights fixed on its roofs approach Sameer Vihar Co op
Society, which is now guarded by police.

GOVT. SECRETARY (VO)
Based on findings of CDI’s investigation,
further action will be taken against
whomsoever it may be.

A number of media OB vans are parked outside the society.
Journalists wait outside as police barricades block vehicles as
they come in.

As the vehicles escorted by the police cars approach the gate.
The Journalists jump to their feet.

JOURNALIST
(to cameraman)

Jaldi kar...

The cameraman puts the camera on his shoulder and aims the lens
towards the journalist. Behind her the vehicles begin to enter
the gate.

JOURNALIST
(adjusting her hair)

Rolling? .. Ok.. Police ki sharmnaak
karavahi ke baad, CDI ki team Sameer -
Vihar Society aa pahonchi hai.. Ab ye
investigation Joint Director - CDI, Ashwin
Kumar handle karenge..

The constables salute Ashwin's vehicle as it drives past and
stops at the entrance of the building block.
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Ashwin's car stops at the apartment block. They step out to be
greeted by a handful of officials. Forensics, investigators
etc.

Ashwin looks up at the apartment.

CUT TO:

I/E APARTMENT - STAIRCASE LANDING - DAY

Nutan stands right outside the locked apartment door along with
Amrish and her father.

Ashwin and team approach them, his assistant Vedant introduces
himself.

VEDANT
Dy Director Vedant Chaudhry. We would
request your utmost cooperation and
support during our investigation..

Nutan nods. Vedant gestures towards Ashwin.

VEDANT
Mr Ashwin Kumar, Director of the
investigation.

Ashwin cuts him in the middle curtly.

ASHWIN
Unlock the door please..

He points to the door. Nutan's father takes out the key and
unlocks the door. They enter the apartment.

CUT TO:

INT. APARTMENT - DAY

Not much has changed since the day of the murder. The house now
has an eerie feeling to it. Nutan gets a lump in her throat as
she walks in. Ashwin looks around.

ASHWIN
(to the forensic team)

Dr. Swamy.. That's the girl's room..

He points towards a room as if he has known this place for a
long time.
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ASHWIN

And that's the Servant quarter. Bismillah
kijiye..

Dr. Swamy and her teams of forensic experts start taking out
their equipment. He turns to Vedant.

ASHWIN
In logon ko andar baithaao.

Vedant nods and moves towards Nutan and others.

CUT TO:

INT. APARTMENT - SHRUTI'S ROOM - DAY

A strong U.V. light pans from side to side on the wall. An
expert guides it across, searching for possible clues. In the
UV light, stains of blood not otherwise visible, show up. A
member of the forensic team begins to scrape the stains to
collect samples.

Also in the room, Vedant, wearing rubber gloves opens the
cupboard, looks under the mattress etc.

CUT TO:

INT. APARTMENT - KITCHEN - DAY

Water boils in a utensil over the gas burner. Ashwin looks for
the tea powder in the boxes kept over the ledge. Nutan enters
from behind takes out a box from the opposite cupboard. Ashwin
takes it from her, with a hint of smile.

NUTAN
Main banaoon?

ASHWIN
(putting tea powder into the
boiling water)

Main kisi aur ke haath ki chai nahi pee
sakta. Thanks anyway.

CUT TO:

INT. APARTMENT - KHEMPAL'S ROOM - DAY

Ashwin enters the room while sipping tea and scans it. It's a
little messy, but from the looks of things, untouched.
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Vedant is putting bedding artefacts into plastic bags as
evidence.

ASHWIN
Kuchh mila?

VEDANT
2-3 bottles - beer and wine. Kuchh
glasses. Toilet se kuchh personal effects.

Ashwin goes through some cheesy Nepali novels and empty alcohol
bottles near the window.

A forensic expert is extracting finger prints from alcohol
bottles

ASHWIN
Khempal chhup ke peeta tha?

Nutan is standing behind him. He turns around to face her.

ASHWIN (CONT’D)
Aksar ya roz?

NUTAN
Ji wo sharaab to peeta hee nahi tha.. haan
beedi zaroor peeta tha. Chhat pe jaakar.

ASHWIN
To ye botlein?

NUTAN
Jee pata nahi..

Just then, a forensics expert comes to Ashwin.

FORENSIC EXPERT
Sir, Come have a look at this.

Ashwin heads out.

CUT TO:

I/E APARTMENT - STAIRCASE LANDING - DAY

A member of the forensics team has finished circling a blood
stain on the stairs with chalk. He numbers it - "14" and takes
a photograph.

Ashwin reaches the landing and stops at the circled stain. The
forensics expert comes out from behind him.
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FORENSIC EXPERT

Sir... neechey aaiye...

And he goes down one flight of stairs to the floor below,
followed by Ashwin. He stops at a spot and points. Ashwin bends
to look closer.

Circled in chalk, bearing the number "10" is another spot of
bloodstains. (Close to it is a paan stain, courtesy Dhaniram.)

FORENSIC EXPERT
Ye khoon ke nishaan sirf terrace aur
Tandons ke flat ke beech nahin hain Sir.
Ye uppar se neeche ki taraf bhi aa rahe
hain..

ASHWIN
Matlab ye stains body neeche laate hue
baney hain?

FORENSIC EXPERT
Exactly.

Vedant points out from behind.

VEDANT
Totally contrary to the police
chargesheet.

Ashwin turns to him.

VEDANT
Yani ki ghar se chhat par Khempal apne
pairoon pe gaya.. zinda..

ASHWIN
Wow!! Background score ki kami reh gayee
hai bus..

(mimics Vedant)
Yani ki ghar se Chhat par Khempal apne
pairoon pe gaya.. zinda..

Vedant flushes as everyone else giggles.

Ashwin smiles too.

ASHWIN
You are Sherlock Holmes, Vedant.

CUT TO:

INT. CDI HEADQUARTERS - INTERROGATION ROOM - DAY
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Ashwin plays on his cell phone as Vedant looks on. Ashwin is in
a very intense moment of the game. Ramesh is brought in by few
cops inside the room. His beard is grown and he looks broken.

ASHWIN
(to himself)

Nahi. Nahi. Come on Ashwin..

Vedant gestures them to sit. Ashwin looses to the phone and
pats his leg in anger.

ASHWIN
Ullu ka pattha..

He looks up to see everyone looking at him surprised. Vedant
smiles, Ashwin is embarrassed. He walks up to Ramesh.

ASHWIN (CONT’D)
Dr. Tandon.. Ashwin Kumar.. I'm handling
your case.. Kuch sawaal poochne hain
aapse.

He gestures at Vedant, who opens up a writing pad. Ashwin looks
at Ramesh as Vedant starts asking him the questions.

VEDANT
15 March raat kitne baje sone gaye aap?

ASHWIN
Laghbhag 11 baje.

VEDANT
Uss raat saadhe gyaarah baje se subah 6
baje ke beech mein Internet router kai
baar on off hua. Any explanation?

RAMESH
No.

VEDANT
Subah kitne baje sokar uthhe aap?

JUMP CUT TO:

INT. APARTMENT - DAY

A pair of eyes snap open. The sound of the bell continues.
Nutan wakes up in her bed. Turning to the bedside clock she
sees the time. The display reads 6:02 AM.

She turns to Ramesh, sleeping beside her. She tries to nudge
him awake but he just turns a side and continues to sleep.
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The doorbell keeps ringing. Finally an irritated Nutan gets out
of bed.

She moves through the corridor, passing the other bedroom of
which the door is shut.

She opens the main wooden door, looks through the mesh door to
see that its the maid Basanti.

She tries to open the mesh door but it doesn't open. They
assume it has been locked from outside.

NUTAN
(calls behind towards the
servant room)

Khempal.. Khempal.

She glances into the servant’s room. Its empty.

Nutan grabs the cordless phone and dials Khempal's number. The
call is picked up and then cut. She tries again as Basanti
looks on. This time Khempal's phone is switched off.

At the door, Basanti is still waiting for the door to open.
Just then Nutan returns to the door.

BASANTI
Didi, main neeche jaati hoon, aap
duplicate chaabi phenko..

Basanti goes down to the ground floor.

Nutan throws the keys from the balcony.

A sleepy Ramesh walks out of the bedroom notices a Ballentine's
whiskey bottle on the dining table.

He has a curious look on his face. Nutan also notices the
bottle. And an alarm spreads over her face.

She moves towards Shruti’s bedroom.

Ramesh remains outside looking at the bottle of whiskey.

Nutan screams -

NUTAN
Ramesh!

Ramesh rushes into Shruti's bedroom.

Outside the house, Basanti unlocks the door and finally enters
the apartment.
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As she enters the living room, Nutan comes out of Shruti’s room
sobbing -

NUTAN
Dekho Khempal kya kar gaya!

Basanti approaches Shruti’s room and peeps through the half
open door.

Ramesh is standing a step away from Shruti’s bed. He is crying
profusely and his face goes red as he tries to suppress his
scream.

Shruti is lying lifeless, her upper body is covered in blood.
There is blood on the pillow. A camouflage-print school bag
lies on the bed next to her. There are cuts on her head. Her
throat is slit.

Nutan's face is streaming with tears. Ramesh slides down the
wall crying like a kid.

CUT TO:

EXT APARTMENT COMPLEX - DAY

Shruti’s body is carried into the van as her family grieves
around her. The doors of the van shut.

CUT BACK TO:

INT. CDI HEADQUARTERS - INTERROGATION ROOM - DAY

Ramesh cries profusely, Ashwin sits opposite, emotionless.

RAMESH
Jee bhar ke ro bhee nahi sake hum log
uske liye.. Kehte hain.. ki usko maarne ke
baad pehle humne khoon dhoya, fingerprints
mitaye, beti ke.. private parts dhoye..
aur phir.. sharaab pee.

He cries more. Ashwin picks up his phone and goes back to
playing. Vedant offers the glass of water to him. Ramesh holds
the glass and looks up, his face full of tears.

RAMESH
Cavity bharne ke liye uske masoodoin mein
injection tak nahi laga pata tha main, aur
wo keh rahe hain maine uska gala kaat
daala.
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He hides his face in his palms and cries. Vedant looks at
Ashwin who whispers, still pressing the buttons of his phone.

ASHWIN
Aapke kamre ki maamooli si deewar ke pare
do log qatal ho gaye.. phir bhee aap ko
kuch sunai nahi diya uss raat?

Ramesh looks up, takes a few sips of water, wipes his face and
tries to speak in a controlled manner.

RAMESH
Humne Police se bhi kaha tha ki hamare
kamre ka AC kharaab tha kai dino se. Wo
itni aawaz karta hai ki uske shor mein
kuch bhi sunai dena impossible tha.

Ashwin wins his game on the cell phone and punches in the air
like a kid.

ASHWIN
Yes.

He looks at Ramesh.

ASHWIN
Sorry.. Kya bataya tha Police ko?

CUT TO:

INT. APARTMENT - PARENTS BEDROOM - NIGHT

A loud hum resonates as the air conditioner is switched on by a
junior officer. Ashwin casually lies on the bed crossing his
legs and placing his hands behind his head pretending to be
asleep. Two audio engineers have sound testing equipment set-up
with microphones pointed towards the AC vent and the door.

The junior officer shuts the door and goes into the room across
the hall.

CUT TO:

INT. APARTMENT - SHRUTI'S ROOM - NIGHT

The AC in Shruti's room is turned on too. Vedant waits with two
other officers with several steel kitchen vessels. The junior
officer gives them a thumbs-up signal after shutting the door.

All of them begin to throw the vessels one by one to the floor.
The sounds are loud and unbearable.
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Crash! Bang! Clang! Each one of them wince as 4-5 vessels fall
to the floor at a time.

CUT TO:

INT. APARTMENT - PARENTS BEDROOM - DAY

The air-conditioners humming continues as Ashwin sits there
with his eyes closed. He can't hear any of the noises from the
other room.

The engineers on the other hand, hear the cacophony in their
headphones. They take notes as sound waves get recorded on
their laptop screen.

CUT TO:

INT. APARTMENT - SHRUTI'S ROOM - DAY

All the vessels are on the floor, Vedant and gang have given
up. No reaction from the other room. He goes out of the room.

CUT TO:

INT. APARTMENT - PARENTS BEDROOM - DAY

Vedant peeps through the door and gestures to the sound
engineers about Ashwin who is still lying with his eyes closed.
The Sound engineer shakes his head.

CUT TO:

INT. APARTMENT - SHRUTI'S ROOM

Basu, a scrawny junior investigator, is now standing
prominently at the centre of the room. As Vedant comes through
the door, he signals Basu.

Basu takes off into a high-pitched song - in an extremely
off-key voice.

CUT TO:

INT. APARTMENT - PARENTS BEDROOM - DAY

Ashwin is still with his eyes closed. He still can't hear
anything. Vedant enters opening the door. The sound of singing
now enters the room. Ashwin is surprised.
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VEDANT

Kuch sunai nahin diya aapko?

ASHWIN
No. Nothing at all.

He looks towards the audio engineers. Readings on the laptop
screen blink.

AUDIO ENGINEER 1
Sir a normal AC runs around 50-75 db.. And
this AC is touching 85-90 db.. there's no
way anyone can hear anything from the
other room.

Ashwin nods at the engineer as he makes his way out of the
room. Basu is still singing with full gusto.

CUT TO:

INT. CDI HEADQUARTERS - CORRIDOR - DAY

Ashwin is walking down the corridor in the CDI building. Vedant
rushes up to him with a whole bunch of files and papers in his
hands.

VEDANT
Chief.. Thoda confusion hai..

Ashwin mutes the TV and turns to him.

VEDANT
Chhat par jin hand prints ka FIR mein
zikr hai, unki koi analysis report hi
nahin hai.

Ashwin takes a file from Vedant's hand and flips through it.
They both look at each other.

CUT TO:

EXT. APARTMENT - TERRACE - DAY

A heavy-duty drill is boring into the block of a wall where the
hand prints in blood were marked. A few masons are trying to
extract the piece of concrete. Ashwin looks at Dhaniram and his
team of few constables.

VEDANT
Kahan gaayab ho gaye nishaan?
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DHANIRAM

Sir wo 18 March ko bemausam barsaat hui
thi na.. usme dhul gaye.

VEDANT
Forensic department ka kehna hai ki unhe
in prints ke baare mein koi khabar nahin
hai.

Vedant passes on a letter from the forensic department to
Dhaniram. He goes through the content.

DHANIRAM
Aisa kaise ho sakta hai Sir. Kuch
galatfehmee hui lagti hai.

VEDANT
Forensic team ko inform kiya tha?

DHANIRAM
Ji bilkul kiya tha.

VEDANT
Kaise?

DHANIRAM
Phone par.

VEDANT
Kisne?

DHANIRAM
(points to a constable)

Maine Pandey ko bola tha..

Constable Pandey is caught off-guard.

PANDEY
Haanji.. Par meri outgoing call block thi
to maine Suresh ko bola tha.

Dhaniram turns to another constable, Suresh. He is even more
perplexed.

SURESH
Ji main to aapke saath chala gaya tha PM
saab ke bandobast pe.. Qureshi ko bol
kar..

Dhaniram is visibly hiding his anger.

DHANIRAM
Qureshi kahan hai saala?
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PANDEY

Woh to gaon gaya hai. Uski beti ki shaadi
hai.

He slaps Pandey hard on his face and screams.

DHANIRAM
Tum saale sab ke sab haraami ho kaamchor!
Har jaghah naak katwa dete ho meri.

He starts slapping the others too.

DHANIRAM
Ab kya jawab doon main saab ko? Bolo
kutton? Kya jawaab doon?!

Vedant can't believe his ears. He looks at Ashwin who smiles
and walks away as Dhaniram keeps slapping his subordinates.

CUT TO:

I/E CAR ON DELHI ROADS - DAY

Ashwin is alone with Ramesh in the car as they travel through
the Delhi roads. A police jeep follows their car, with Vedant
on the front seat.

ASHWIN
Agar tumne murder nahin kiya to tumhe
kaisa pata tha ki uski maut 2 baje huee
thee.

Ramesh smiles helplessly.

CUT TO:
FLASH BACK:

INT. HARIDWAR - 'ASHES IMMERSION SERVICES' OFFICE - DAY

The priest is seated across the table from Ramesh and Nutan,
along with an office assistant at his side.

PRIEST
Nahi Jajman agar aap mritu ka samay nahi
batayenge to daah sanskaar nahi ho sakta..

Ramesh is quiet.

PRIEST (CONT’D)
Jajmaan.. Samay.. Mrityu ka..
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Ramesh turns to Amrish and Nutan. Nutan looks him in the eye.
Ramesh gathers himself.

RAMESH
2 baje Subah..

CUT BACK TO:

PRESENT:

I/E CAR ON DELHI ROADS - DAY

Ashwin and Ramesh are in the car

RAMESH
I just made a rough guess Sir..

Ashwin notices a roadside corn cart.

ASHWIN
Arre roko roko.

The car stops.

ASHWIN (CONT’D)
(to driver)

2 Bhuttey lana. Neembu kam, mirchi zyada.

He gives a 100 rupee note to the driver.

RAMESH
Main nahi khata Bhutta.

ASHWIN
Apne liye manga raha hoon dono. Pata hai
tum nahi khate.. Bhutta.

RAMESH
Kaise?

ASHWIN
Rough guess sir.

Suddenly he bursts into a laughter. Ramesh smiles too.

CUT TO:

INT. FORENSIC DEPARTMENT - POLYGRAPH TEST ROOM - DAY

A large room with a lot of technical equipment.
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Ramesh sits on a big chair in the center of the room as Dr.
Swamy supervises as the technician buckles in the straps of a
respiration parameter across Ramesh's chest. He then attaches
Velcro and metal straps on a couple of Ramesh's fingers
completing the preparations of the polygraph.

All these apparatuses are attached to the laptop. A small
window on the screen records Ramesh through the webcam.

DR. SWAMY
Main aapse jo sawaal poochoonga unka
jawaab sirf haan ya naa mein dena hai.

Ramesh nods.

DR. SWAMY (CONT’D)
Aapka naam Ramesh Tandon hai?

RAMESH
Haan..

The technician makes a tick on a file in front of him.

DR. SWAMY
Aapki wife ka naam Nutan Tandon hai?

CUT TO:

INT. FORENSIC DEPARTMENT - POLYGRAPH TEST ROOM - DAY

Nutan is also undergoing a Polygraph test.

NUTAN
Haan..

DR. SWAMY
Aap peshe se Doctor hain?

NUTAN
Haan..

DR. SWAMY
Aapko yaqeen hai ki aapke pati ne Shruti
ka qatl nahin kiya hai?

NUTAN
Haan.

CUT TO:

INT. FORENSIC DEPARTMENT - POLYGRAPH TEST ROOM - DAY
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DR. SWAMY

Aapko shaq tha ki Shruti ke Khempal se
najyaaz taaluqaat hain?

RAMESH
Nahin.

CUT TO:

INT. FORENSIC DEPARTMENT - POLYGRAPH TEST ROOM - DAY

DR. SWAMY
Aapke husband short tempered hain?

NUTAN
Nahin.

DR. SWAMY
Are you sure?

Nutan doesn't answer. The technician makes a note in some
papers.

DR. SWAMY (CONT’D)
Mrs. Tandon.

Nutan smacks her lip and answers in a low voice.

NUTAN
Yes.

CUT TO:

INT. FORENSIC DEPARTMENT - POLYGRAPH TEST ROOM - DAY

Ramesh talks into camera as we hear Dr. Swamy's voice.

DR. SWAMY
(off camera)

Aap jab Shruti ke room mein gaye to wo
zinda thi?

We pull back from a laptop screen which plays the video of
Ramesh's polygraph, on the lower half of the screen the
simultaneous horizontal graph with waves shows the readings of
the polygraph. Ashwin and Vedant watch attentively.

RAMESH
Nahin.

CUT TO:
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INT. CDI HEADQUARTERS - ASHWIN'S CABIN - LATER

They now watch Nutan's polygraph video. The waves are normal.

DR. SWAMY
(off camera)

Aap Shruti ko room mein lock kar ke soti
thi?

A beat.

NUTAN
Nahin.

DR SWAMY
Bandh karne ke baad, Shruti darvaza andar
se khol sakti thi?

NUTAN
Haan.

DR. SWAMY
(off camera)

Shruti ke room ka darvaza bahar se lock ho
sakta tha chaabi se? / Bahar se Shruti ke
room ka darvaza sirf chaabi se khul sakta
tha?

NUTAN
Haan.

DR. SWAMY
Uss raat chaabi aapne lock mei lagi chhod
di?

NUTAN
Haan..

DR. SWAMY
(off camera)

Jaan boojhkar?

NUTAN
Nahin.

CUT TO:

INT. CDI HEADQUARTERS - ASHWIN'S CABIN - DAY

DR. SWAMY
(off camera)

Aapka apni beti ke qatl mein haath hai?
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Swamy has barely finished her question when Ramesh replies,
irritated -

RAMESH
No!

Ashwin's eyes quickly dart to the graph on the laptop screen.
Camera slowly pans to the graph. Just as the waves in the graph
begin to move.

CUT TO:

I/E. ASHWIN &AMP; REEMA'S HOME - DAY

Movers place boxes in the back of a tempo. Ashwin looks
pensive.

CUT TO:

INT. ASHWIN &AMP; REEMA'S HOME - DAY

Inside, a court representative is seated on the sofa, filling
up some paperwork. Ashwin plays his game on the cell phone.

Reema comes from inside with a small box. Ashwin looks at her.
A formal smile is exchanged between the two. Reema keeps the
box next to him on the side table.

ASHWIN
Isme kya hai?

REEMA
Your things...

Ashwin opens the box - in it along with some books he finds a
couple of photo albums. And their wedding album. He flips
through the photos and looks at her but she quickly turns to
the court rep.

COURT REP.
Aap dono yahan sign kar dijiye.

They sign on the designated places.

COURT REP.
Aapka trial separation period kal se
shuru ho jaayega. I will take your leave..

He exits, leaving both of them alone. An awkward silence
between both. Ashwin still has the album in his hand.
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ASHWIN

Tumne Ijaazat film dekhi hai?

REEMA
Nahin.. Kyon..?

ASHWIN
(smiles sadly)

Ainvai..

He keeps the album back and leaves with the box, without saying
a word. Reema stands alone, as the sunlight from the window
casts a big shadow of her on the floor.

CUT TO:

INT. DR SWAMY'S FORENSIC LAB - DAY

Ashwin goes through a file as he sits at Dr. Swamy's desk next
to Vedant. The evidences such as Ballentine's bottle, blood
soaked clothes, sheets, etc are kept on the side table, wrapped
neatly in plastic bags.

ASHWIN
So basically we get nothing.

DR. SWAMY
Ashwin, iss tarah ke cases mein sab kuch
pehli investigation team pe depend karta
hai. Tum dekh sakte ho pehli investigation
team ka kaam.. Jo bhi possible prints ya
DNA samples thay..

Ashwin cuts her in the middle of the sentence.

ASHWIN
Sab contaminate ho gaye. Crime scene ki
sanctity par heavy compromise hua hai.. I
know I know.. Mujhe gyaan nahi samadhaan
chahiye Swamy Saab..

Ashwin closes the file with a look of frustration.

CUT TO:

INT. CDI HEADQUARTERS - CONFERENCE ROOM

A knock is heard from the other side of the conference room
door.
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VEDANT (OFF SCREEN)

Come in.

Dhaniram opens the door and peeps in. He enters the conference
room and salutes.

DHANIRAM
Jai hind saab.

Vedant gestures Dhaniram to sit on the opposite side of the
conference table.

VEDANT
Kiska idea tha?

DHANIRAM
Kaun sa idea saab?

Vedant pulls a chair and sits close to him, very close.

VEDANT
Honor killing ka...

Dhaniram tries to smile.

DHANIRAM
Sir din raat ki mehnat ka phal hai.. Very
difficult investigation Sir..

Vedant looks at Ashwin, who goes to lock the room. Vedant turns
back to Dhaniram.

VEDANT
Investigation.. Hmm.. Sabse pehle aap
pahonche thhe site pe?

Dhaniram nods.

VEDANT
Kya kiya aapne.

DHANIRAM
Naukar gaayab tha to humein laga ki..

Vedant cuts him in the middle.

VEDANT
Forensic team ko bulaya, finger prints aur
samples ke liye?

Dhaniram nods in negative.
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VEDANT

Sniffer dogs?

He again nods in negative.

VEDANT
Khempal ki body ke uppar cooler panel tha?

DHANIRAM
Jee tha?

VEDANT
Kisne rakha hoga wo?

Dhaniram is quiet.

VEDANT
Fingerprint ke liye kyon nahi beja ussey?

Dhaniram stutters for a moment.

DHANIRAM
Bh... bhaari tha saab.. Aur mera piles ka
ilaaj chal raha tha.

Vedant is visibly frustrated. Ashwin speaks softly from behind.

ASHWIN
Theek ho gaya?

Dhaniram looks at him.

ASHWIN
Piles?

DHANIRAM
Behtar hai sir.

ASHWIN
Check karein? Chal pant uttar..

Dhaniram is shocked. Ashwin looks at Vedant.

DHANIRAM
Sir..

Vedant turns to Dhaniram.

VEDANT
Pant utaar!

Dhaniram gets up with a jerk and starts to cry and holds his
trousers from the belt.
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Ashwin walks to him and speaks with a lot of affection.

ASHWIN
Nutan Tandon ne 6 bajkar 2 minute pe
Khempal ke cell pe phone kiya. Ghanti
baji, call receive karke disconnect kiya
gaya aur phir switched off. Right?

Dhaniram nods.

VEDANT
Mobile server ko follow up kiya?

DHANIRAM
Naukar gaayab tha to laga ki wahi
murderer hai to hum sab usse doondhne mein
lag gaye.

Ashwin smiles more.

ASHWIN
Sahi hai.

(to Vedant)
Ek danda tha yahan kahan gaya?

He goes to look for it in the room.

VEDANT
(to Dhaniram)

Suna nahi tune.

Vedant drags him by holding his belt. Dhaniram cries.

VEDANT
(screams)

Pant utaar!

Vedant also starts looking for the wooden stick. Dhaniram
follows them holding his broken belt and the falling trousers,
pleading for mercy.

VEDANT
(to Dhaniram)

Ro mat.. Pant utaar aur danda dhoondh.

Dhaniram also starts to look for the stick while crying. He
finally finds it under the table.

DHANIRAM
Sir ye raha..

Ashwin and Vedant turn to see Dhaniram holding the baton.
Ashwin walks to him takes the baton and suddenly hits him on
his buttocks. Dhaniram jumps on the sudden assault.
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ASHWIN

Subah 6 bajkar 2 minute pe jab Khempal ke
phone pe call hua tha to phone uss waqt
kahan tha.. Pata hai?

He raises the baton but doesn't hit, Dhaniram jumps

ASHWIN
Murder area ke radius mein. Mara hua aadmi
phone uttha sakta hai? Bol? Uttha sakta
hai?

DHANIRAM
(in a choking voice)

Nahin...

Ashwin sometimes raises and hits and sometime doesn't.
Dhaniram keeps jumping and crying through the questioning.

ASHWIN
To kisne utthaya hoga phone? Haan?

Ashwin picks up the plastic bags on the table throws at him.

ASHWIN
Ek bhi cheez pe finger prints clear nahin
hain. Issey investigation kehte ho saale
tum log. Scene of crime ko fish market
bana diya tha! Media, padosi, sadak pe
chalte anjaan log, sab Company baag samajh
ke tehel rahe thay wahan.

Ashwin throws the stick at him, he ducks.

ASHWIN
Agar thodi si bhi akal hoti tujh mein to
wahin pe ussi din khatam ho gaya hota
case.

Ashwin sits down and looks at him in disgust as Dhaniram cries.

ASHWIN
Maa baap ke kapdon pe Shruti ke khoon ke
nishaan thay?

DHANIRAM
(cries)

Jee thay.

ASHWIN
Aur Khempal ke khoon ke nishaan?
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DHANIRAM

Nahin.

ASHWIN
Aur kamre mein?

Dhaniram cries silently. Ashwin screams.

ASHWIN (CONT’D)
Kamre mein mila dono ka khoon?

Dhaniram starts speaking immediately.

DHANIRAM
Nahin, sirf ladki ka. Maa baap ne naukar
ka khoon saaf kar diya tha.

ASHWIN
Ladki ke khoon ka rang laal tha?

Dhaniram nods.

ASHWIN (CONT’D)
Aur naukar ka neela?

Dhaniram doesn't know what to say and looks down.

ASHWIN (CONT’D)
Isiliye itne aasani se maa baap ne laal
wala chhod kar neela wala saaf kar diya..
Hain na?

Ashwin pulls his face by the chin.

ASHWIN (CONT’D)
Agar uskey khoon ki ek bhee boond kamre
mein giri hoti aur saaf kar dee gayee
hoti.. to bhee.. Forensic scientists ussey
dhoondh lete..

Ashwin suddenly slaps him hard. Dhaniram cries more. Vedant
sits closer to Dhaniram and offers him the glass of water.

ASHWIN (CONT’D)
Ye Honour killing ka idea tha kiska?

Dhaniram drinks the water like a wounded scared animal.

CUT TO:

INT. CDI HEADQUARTERS - INTERROGATION ROOM - DAY

Kanhaiya speaks to Vedant as Ashwin watches him silently.
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KANHAIYA

Ramesh Saab ghanto mobile phone par baat
karte thhe Sunita Madam ke saath. Phir jab
bhee Nutan madam lecture ke liye Dilli se
bahar jaati theen to woh dono clinic andar
se bandh kar ke..

He stops.

VEDANT
Kya karte thhe?

KANHAIYA
Baatcheet hee karte honge saab.

A beat.

ASHWIN
Tumhare Nepal mein usse baatcheet kehte
hain?

Ashwin suddenly bursts into laughter, Vedant joins him too.
Kanhaiya blushes.

ASHWIN
Kitne saal se kaam kar rahe ho clinic
mein?

KANHAIYA
4 to ho gaye honge saab..

CUT TO:

INT. CDI HEADQUARTERS - INTERROGATION ROOM - DAY

Vedant nods as if he has heard the answer. And then says -

VEDANT
Hmmm... Aur kya dekha?

We see D K Gogia sitting before him.

D K GOGIA
Gadde par ghaddha sa tha, depression -
Definetly 3, 4 log rahe honge wahan...
khaali botlein aur 3-4 glass.. Jum ke
party huee thee. Toilet itna ganda - jaise
Jamna ji ka ghaat... Definitely, uss raat
aur log toh thay vahan...

Vedant listens intently as D K Googia enjoys the limelight -

CUT TO:
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INT. NATHANI'S RESIDENCE - DAY

Sunita Nathani and Pramod Nathani sit across the table from
Ashwin.

VEDANT
Kabhi aapne kuch unusual notice kiya Dr.
Ramesh ke behavior mein? Ghar pe..

SUNITA NATHANI
No.. I don't remember..

ASHWIN
Ya clinic mein?

She nods in negative but suddenly stops.

SUNITA NATHANI
Ek minute.. Yeah...

TRANSITION TO:

INT. TANDON'S CLINIC - WAITING AREA - EVENING

Kanhaiya is stocking up some dental casts and equipment in a
cupboard, as a few patients wait for they're turn.

SUNITA NATHANI
(V/O)

Shruti ki death se qareeb ek hafta pehle..
Maine Ramesh ko kabhi itne gusse mein nahi
dekha. That was strange.. Bahaut hi chhoti
si baat thi..

Suddenly Ramesh angrily enters from the inside door. Wearing
rubber gloves, he has a dental cast in his hand.

RAMESH
Kanhaiya.. Yeh kya hai?

Kanhaiya turns around slightly bewildered. Ramesh violently
throws the cast at him, it hits Kanhaiya and shatters into
pieces as it hits the ground. The patients are stunned. Dr
Sunita Nathani comes out of her clinic.

RAMESH
(loudly)

Itne saal mein kya seekha hai tune..? Ek
cast theek tareh se nahi bana sakta..Dhang
se kaam nahi karna hai toh naukri chhod
de..
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Kanhaiya glares back at Ramesh as he picks up pieces of the
broken casts. Embarrassed as the patients look on.

RAMESH
Dekh kya raha hai.. saaf kar sab..

(under his breath)
Bastard..

Kanhaiya's face goes red with embarrassment and anger.

CUT TO:

INT. NATHANI'S RESIDENCE - DAY

Vedant has the phone records of Ramesh's cell phone.

VEDANT
Ek mahine mein Dr Ramesh ne 197 calls
kiye hain aapko. Any explainantion?

Sunita looks at her husband, who leans forward.

PRAMOD NATHANI
Its so insensitive of you guys.. Nutan
aksar Ramesh ka cell phone use karti thee,
hum logon se baat karne ke liye. Aur sirf
calls ke bina pe police ne affairs ka
ilzaam laga diya, saare media ke saamne.
Officer we also have a family and kids.

ASHWIN
I understand.. We are sorry and ashamed..

Pramod and Sunita are surprised for this unexpected humility.

CUT TO:

EXT. NATHANI'S RESIDENCE - COMPOUND - DAY

Ashwin and Vedant are walking towards their vehicle.

ASHWIN
In logon ke yahan, aur aas paas - jo bhi
kaam karta hai, driver, maid, cook, sabko
round up karo. ASAP.

VEDANT
Yes chief.

CUT TO:
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INT. CDI HEADQUARTERS - CONFERENCE ROOM - DAY

Vedant addresses all the house hold employees of Dr. Ramesh and
their friends. There are almost a dozen of them.

VEDANT
Agar aap logon ne kuch chhupaya to baad
mein aapko Qatal mein bhaagidar mana
jaayega. Qatil ko phansi hogi to bhagidaar
ko kam se kam umr qaid.

CUT TO:

INT. CDI HEADQUARTERS - CONFERENCE ROOM - DAY

Every house hold employee speaks into the camera.

BASANTI
(Tandon's maid)

Sir humein to jo bhi pata tha hum bata
chuke hain.

RAJPAL
Saab hamara to zyada matlab nahin padta
tha Tandon saab se. Haan kabhi kabhi
Shruti baby kuch thoda moda kaam batati
theen to hum kar dete thhe.

WATCHMAN
Saab humein neend na aane ki bimari hai
isiliye humne watchman ki naukri ki.

SHAMBHU
(stammering)

Ji kabhi kabhi ye log Khempal ke room
mein baith ke taash khela karte the.

UMESH
Kanhaiyaa aur Khempal ek hi gaon ke
hain...

BASANTI
Sir hamara boyfriend hai. Par wo shaadi
shuda hai sir..

RAJPAL
Humein to lagta hai ki Doc saab ne hee
murder kiya hai.

WATCHMAN
Sir uss raat uss ghar mein na koi aaya na
gaya.
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SHAMBHU

(stammering)
Ji.. Jo jeet-ta tha wahi sabko pilata tha.

UMESH
Jee. Mujhe yaad hai.. Jis din doctor saab
ne Kanhaiya ko daanta tha. Wo bahaut gusse
mein tha.

FLASH CUT:

INT. CAR - NOIDA ROADS - DAY

Umesh drives, Khempal beside him, and in the back seat an
agitated Kanhaiya is talking to Khempal in Nepali.

KANHAIYA
(in Nepali)

Enough is enough.. He called me bastard in
front of everyone. I will make him pay for
this one.

KHEMPAL
(in Nepali)

Relax.. He just lost his temper.. He's a
good man..

Umesh keeps driving. Although he doesn't understand word for
word. He gets the gist.

KANHAIYA
(in Nepali)

I will take my revenge at any cost.
Bastard.. I will show who the real bastard
is..

The car drives by.

CUT TO:

INT. CDI HEADQUARTERS - INTERROGATION ROOM - DAY

Vedant interrogates Kanhaiya as Ashwin watches along with
Ramashankar from the glass door of the next room. We can't hear
the conversation of the interrogation.

RAMASHANKAR
Seems like a tough nut.

He turns to Ashwin.
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RAMASHANKAR(CONT’D)

Are you sure of this?

Ashwin smiles.

CUT TO:

EXT. MAKE SHIFT CHINESE STALL - NIGHT.

Ashwin and Ramashankar are at the Chinese stall. Ramashankar
puts some rum into the steel glasses.

ASHWIN
Sir, parents ne interrogation mein jo bhee
kaha wo sach nikla. Subah Nutan ne Khempal
ke mobile pe phone kiya tha, phir kamre
mein AC ka sound test aur finally
polygraph test mein har sawaal pe
deception negative aaya hai.

Rama takes a sip from his glass.

ASHWIN (CONT’D)
Dua kijiye sir ki ye sach na nikle warna
Police ne unke saath jo nainsaafi ki hai
uska harjana nahi ho paayega.. kisi bhee
soorat..

RAMASHANKAR
Ashwin... Tumne insaaf ki moorti dekhi
hai?

Ashwin is amused.

RAMASHANKAR (CONT’D)
(quizzical)

Uskey haath mein tarazu hai, aankhon pe
patti hai.

Ramashankar gulps his drink and starts to make another.

RAMASHANKAR (CONT’D)
Aksar log dekhna chook jaate hain ki us
moorti ke haath mein ek talvar bhi hai.

Ashwin becomes a bit more attentive.

RAMASHANKAR (CONT’D)
Insaaf ke haathon ki wo talvar hum hain..
Police wale.. Magar pichle 60 saaloon mein
uss talvar pe zang lag gaya hai. Aur jab
tak wo zang saaf nahi hota tab tak yahi
hoga aur yun hi hoga
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Ashwin smiles.

RAMASHANKAR PILLAI
Main agle mahine 19 taarekh ko retire ho
raha hoon.

ASHWIN
I know..

RAMASHANKAR PILLAI
Ye case mere tenure mein solve hona
chahiye. 32 din hain tumhare paas. Talvar
se zang saaf karne ke ilye.

Ashwin smiles.

CUT.

EXT. APARTMENT - TERRACE - DAY

A forensic team led by Vedant searches the water-tanks and
drains of the building.

CUT TO:

INT. KANHAIYA'S QUARTERS - DAY.

Forensic team at Kanhaiya's quarter. Ashwin looks at a picture
of Kanhaiya with his family in Nepal on the wall.

Dr. Swamy pulls out some clothes from a metal cupboard and
comes out a purple pillow cover. It has faint blood stains on
it.

DR. SWAMY
Ashwin..

Ashwin turns and walks to her to see the pillow cover. He
rummages through the cupboard himself and notices something
hidden deep inside. He reaches in and pulls it out - an old
worn-out leather case - the kind that holds knives. He pulls
the handle out of the case- its a khukri with dried bloodstains
on it. Ashwin turns to Dr. Swamy and looks questioningly.

Dr Swamy nods. And says softly -
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DR SWAMY

I think hamey hathiyar mil gaya..

Just then, Ashwin's phone rings, he hands over the Khukri to
Dr. Swamy and takes the call.

ASHWIN
Haan Vedant..

VEDANT
Sir Narco ki permission mil gayee.

Ashwin nods and looks at Swamy who smiles and waves the pillow
cover inside the plastic bag

CUT TO:

INT. OUTSIDE NARCO ROOM - DAY

Dr. Swamy tries to explain to Ashwin

DR. SWAMY
You know the law Ashwin.. Investigative
officers narco test mein maujud nahin reh
sakte..

ASHWIN
Swamy Saab.. Main pahadi ki nok pe khada
hoon.. Ek kood mili.. Aur khai paar..
Please..

DR. SWAMY
Ashwin bachhe ki tarah zid mat karo.. I
can't help in this, please..

She turns to leave, Ashwin is frustrated. He stops her.

ASHWIN
Achha phone do apna.

He snatches the phone from her hand and dials a number.

DR. SWAMY
Kisey phone laga rahe ho?

Ashwin's phone rings, he picks the call.

ASHWIN
Khud ko?

(He gives her the phone back
)

Lo baat karo.
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Dr. Swamy is confused. Ashwin starts to walk out holding the
phone to his ear.

ASHWIN (CONT’D)
Hello Dr. Swamy? Kaisi hain?

DR. SWAMY
Ashwin kya hai ye?

ASHWIN
Live telecast. Ye to law mein mana nahi
hai na? Aur test ke dauraan koi sawaal
soojha to main Dr Mohanty ko text
karoonga. Jaaiye ander. Der ho rahee hai.

Dr. Swamy is not amused as Ashwin turns and waves a goodbye.

CUT TO:

INT. NARCO ROOM - CONTINUOUS

Dr. Swamy picks up the vial and extracts a small amount and
inserts it into a tube attached to Kanhaiya's hand who lies on
the operating table. The junior doctor helps with the
procedure.

DR. SWAMY
Yeh Sodium Pentothal hai.. Is se tumhe
thoda nasha jaisa hoga, neend aayegi
lekin tum jagey hi rahoge..

A camera pointed straight at Kanhaiya records the procedure as
he quickly slips into a hypnotised, trancelike state. The
younger doctor takes a look at the monitor and nods to his
senior. A cellphone is kept right next to Kanhaiya.

DOCTOR
(to Swamy)

He's stable.. You can begin.

Swamy steps forward and sits on a chair right beside the table.

DR. SWAMY
Kanhaiya..

Kanhaiya's eyes look straight up at the ceiling.

DR. SWAMY
Kanhaiya..

KANHAIYA
Haan saab...
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DR. SWAMY

Khempal aur Shruti ke baare mein bataoge?
Sach mein dono ke beech kuch chakkar tha
kya?

CUT TO:

INT. UDIPI RESTAURANT - CONTINUOUS

Ashwin and Vedant have one ear-phone in each ear - they listen
closely through a cell-phone kept on the table. A waiter comes
and keeps a plate of idli-sambhar.

KANHAIYA
Nahin saab wo to usse apni beti ki tarah
pyar karta tha. RP ka dil aaya hua tha
uspe.

Ashwin and Vedant exchange a look.

DR. SWAMY
RP kaun?

KANHAIYA
Rajpal. Nathani saab ka driver.

Vedant glances over to Ashwin. A beat.

INT. NARCO ROOM - CONTINUOUS

DR. SWAMY
Aakhri baar kahan mile thay tum Khempal
se?

KANHAIYA
Rock house mein.

Dr. Swamy is baffled.

DR. SWAMY
Rock house? Wo kya hai.

Kanhaiya starts to sing a Nepali song.

CUT TO:

INT. UDIPI RESTAURANT - CONTINUOUS

Ashwin and Vedant look at each other as they hear the song on
their shared headphones.
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CUT TO:

INT. APARTMENT - KHEMPAL'S ROOM - CONTINUOUS

A Nepali rock song plays on a small 14 inch TV inside Khempal's
servant quarter. Kanhaiya sings along as he drinks from a beer
bottle. Rajpal finishes off his drink in a gulp.

RAJPAL
Kanhaiya drink bana na.

Rajpal passes his empty glass to Kanhaiya, who hums along with
his eyes still fixed on the TV.

RAJPAL
Bana na yaar.

Kanahiya tries to take the glass but drops it. The glass
crashes on the ground. Everyone jumps from their seats. Rajpal
bursts out laughing.

RAJPAL
Kya yaar Kanhaiya.. itne saal kaam kar ke
kya seekha tuney..?

Khempal smiles too. Kanhaiya clearly isn't amused.

KANHAIYA
Bahaut mazaak soojh raha hai tujhe? Mera
bheja thanak gaya to saale abhi doctor kee
aantein baahar nikaal daloonga.

Rajpal laughs more.

KHEMPAL
Shhh... Sambhaal ke yaar.. Sab so rahe
hai.

Rajpal mockingly puts his finger on his lips.

RAJPAL
Shhhh... sab soooo rahe hain.

Rajpal looks at Khempal.

RAJPAL
Meri jaan to jaagi hogi?

Kanhaiya and Rajpal laugh and give each other a hi five.
Khempal is angry at the joke, he hits Rajpal hard on his head.
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KHEMPAL

Kitni baar kaha hai tujhe ki ladki ko
lekar mazak mat kiya kar. Wo meri beti ki
tarah hai..

RAJPAL
(holds his ears)

Ji sasur jee.

They both burst into a laughter again.

KHEMPAL
Chalo.. Bahaut ho gaya.. Abhi jao tum
log. Mujhe sona hai.

Kanhaiya flips the bottle of rum upside down.

KANHAIYA
Pehle aur daru la.

KHEMPAL
Kahan se?

He pulls Khempal's cheek.

KANHAIYA
Doctor ke bar se. Aur kahan se.

KHEMPAL
Dekh Kanhaiya bahut ho gaya ab.

Rajpal tries to go out of the room but Khempal pulls him back.
He tries to go out again, Khempal struggles to stop him.
Kanhaiya picks the khukri kept on the shelve and puts it on
Khempal's neck. Both of them laugh as Khempal pleads.

KHEMPAL
Yaar dekho. Please. Meri naukri jaayegi.

KANHAIYA
Nayi botal khareed ke rakh denge subah..
Pukka.. Ma qasam (In Nepali)

Khempal puts Kanhaiya's hand away.

KHEMPAL
Theek hai tum log yahin baitho main le ke
aata hoon.

Khempal picks a glass and goes inside.

Kanhaiya looks at Rajpal.
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Khempal looks for the key of the bar, he finally finds it and
opens the bar. There are a lots of bottles inside. He is
confused which one to pick. He takes the Ballentine's scotch
out.

In the passage, Kanhaiya and Rajpal reach the door of the
Shruti's room and find the key inside the lock.

He twirls the key very quietly and places his hand on the door
knob and turns it. It's open. A smile appears on Kanhaiya's
face. They take a peek through the door. A night light is on,
Shruti lays on the bed, but is awake, reading.

Khempal is walking back to the servant's quarter when he finds
the two of them peeping into Shruti's room. He rushes and turns
Kanhaiya around.

KHEMPAL
(whispers)

Kya kar rahe ho tum log?

Kanhaiya takes the whisky glass from his hand finishes half in
one gulp and gives the remaining half to Rajpal.

KANHAIYA/RAJPAL
Cheers!!

Rajpal gulps down the drink.

Inside Shruti reacts to the sounds coming from outside. She
sees through the slit of the opened door.

Khempal is panicking now.

KHEMPAL
Chalo andar chalo.

Kanhaiya gives the glass back to him.

KANHAIYA
Ek drink aur.. Last..

Shruti opens the door from behind.

SHRUTI
Khemu kaka..

Rajpal and Kanhaiya turn around. A beat.

Suddenly Rajpal pounces on her, trying to kiss her violently as
she resists.

Khempal is shocked. He tries to intervene but is pushed back
forcefully by Kanhaiya. He pleads.
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KHEMPAL

Paagal ho gaye tum log. Usse rok.

He tries to go inside to stop Rajpal but Kanhaiya holds him and
throws away. Khempal bangs into a wall and falls down. He looks
up to see Kanhaiya going inside the room. He runs out.

Kanhaiya enters the room, Shruti struggles with Rajpal, she
somehow frees herself and bites his arm. She screams and tries
to run out. Kanhaiya suddenly hits her hard on the head with
the butt of the khukri. She falls on the ground. As she tries
to get up, Kanhaiya strikes again, harder this time. She falls
unconscious on the bed.

CUT TO:

INT. NARCO ROOM - CONTINUOUS

Kanhaiya's eyes are glazed as he lies motionless on the
hospital bed. The atmosphere inside the room. Kanhaiya licks
his dry lips as Swamy questions.

DR. SWAMY
Phir kya hua?

Kanhaiya is quiet.

DR. SWAMY
Kanhaiya!!

Doctor starts measuring his blood pressure.

INT. UDIPI RESTAURANT - CONTINUOUS

Ashwin and Vedant are alarmed as they hear Swamy's voice.

Meanwhile a cell-phone rings from Ashwin's pocket. The display
reads'Reema'. He puts it on silent and looks at her name
blinking on the display screen. He decides to take the call.

ASHWIN
Hello..

REEMA
Hello Ashwin.

A beat.

ASHWIN
I am at work.
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REEMA

Sorry.. Main baad mein phone karti hoon.

ASHWIN
It's fine. Tell me?

AS Ashwin gets up to step away from the table, he instructs
Vedant -

ASHWIN
Mohanty ko phone lagao.

He walks a few steps away and resumes with Reema.

REEMA
Tumhe wo dawai ka naam yaad hai. Dr.
Banerjee ne prescribe ki thee, mere
migraines ke liye. Subah se unka phone off
hai.

ASHWIN
Relpax..

REEMA
Relpax! yeah!... Mujhe yaad hi nahin aa
raha tha.. Thanks.

A beat.

ASHWIN
(concerned)

Mujhe laga tha ki mere jaane ke baad
tumhare migraines ruk gaye hain.

REEMA
Ruk gaye thay.. Phir shuru ho gaye.

Both hold the phones in silence for a moment. Ashwin hears the
song "Mera kuchh saamaan..." playing through his phone. He asks
Reema -

ASHWIN
Ijaazat film dekh rahi ho?

Reema reacts to the TV. The song is playing on the screen.

REEMA
(To Ashwin)

Hmm.

Both remain silent as strains of the song are heard through the
phone. Just then Vedant gestures to him with the phone.
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VEDANT

Sir..

ASHWIN
(on the phone)

Listen I have to go.. You take care..

He cuts the call and comes to Vedant.

ASHWIN
What's wrong?

VEDANT
His BP's gone dangerously low..

Ashwin takes the phone from Vedant.

ASHWIN
Dr. Swamy.

CUT TO:

INT. NARCO ROOM - EVENING

The doctors are administering some shots to stabilize him.

DR. SWAMY
(on phone)

We'll have to stop.. It's been more than
three hours.

ASHWIN
We are almost there Doc. Court se dobara
permission lene mein hafton lag jaayenge.

DR. SWAMY
I can't help it Ashwin. Sorry.

Dr. Swamy cuts the line.

CUT TO:

INT. RESIDENCE OF DIRECTOR OF CDI - DAY

Ramashankar pours himself a cup of tea and picks up the
morning paper lying folded on the table. He opens it. The
headline reads:
"SHRUTI MURDER CASE - CDI ARRESTS ANOTHER HOUSEHOLD WORKER"

CUT TO:
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INT. NARCO ROOM - DAY

Rajpal lies on the bed as his Narco test is in progress.

DR. SWAMY
Rock house dekhte ho Rajpal?

INTERCUT:

INT. UDIPI RESTAURANT - CONTINUOUS

Ashwin and Vedant listen to him, attentively, on the shared
headphones.

RAJPAL
Jee. Bina naga.

CUT TO:

INT. NARCO ROOM - CONTINUOUS

DR. SWAMY
Aakhiri baar kahan dekha?

RAJPAL
Khemu ke kamre mein.

DR. SWAMY
Kaunsa gana dekha tha yaad hai?

Rajpal starts to sing the same song Kanhaiya sang.

CUT TO:

INT. UDIPI RESTAURANT - CONTINUOUS

Ashwin is surprised, he writes on the pad for Vedant as they
hear him sing on the headphones. It reads.

CUT TO:

INT. NARCO ROOM - CONTINUOUS

Dr. Swamy interrupts the singing Rajpal.

DR. SWAMY
Shruti ko kyon mara tumne?
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Rajpal goes quiet and whispers after a while.

RAJPAL
Maine nahin mara shruti ko. Main to bahaut
pyar karta tha ussey.. par.. sharaab ke
nashe mein sab gadbad ho gaya us raat. Sab
Kanhaiya ne kiya. Aap chaho to
Bhakbhkaaoon se pooch lo.

DR. SWAMY
Kis sey?

RAJPAL
Bhakbhkaaoon! Woh bhee tha wahan. Par
dar ke bhaag gaya.

CUT TO:

INT. UDIPI RESTAURANT - CONTINUOUS

Ashwin and Vedant look at each other in surprise. Ashwin texts
Mohanty to ask further about Bhakbhakaaon.

DR. SWAMY
Wo kaun hai?

RAJPAL
Bhak.. bhak.. Bhak.. Bhakaaoon..

Rajpal laughs within himself. Swamy is puzzled.

DR. SWAMY
Phir kya kiya tum logo ne?

RAJPAL
Khemu ghabra gaya tha bahut.

CUT TO:

INT. APARTMENT - SHRUTI'S ROOM - NIGHT

Khepmal is shocked to see Shruti lying on the bed unconscious.
Blood trickles out of a cut on her forehead, onto her face.

KHEMPAL
Kya kiya ye tum logo ne.

Khempal slides down on the wall to the floor clutching his
hair.
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KANHAIYA

Kuch nahi hua hai Khemu. Bus behosh ho
gayee hai dar ke.

He puts his finger near her nostrils.

KANHAIYA
Dekh saans chal rahi hai..

Rajpal looks at Khempal, who is clearly freaking out. He comes
close to Khempal puts his hand on his shoulder and tries to
calm him down.

RAJPAL
Sab theek ho jaayega.. Chinta mat kar.

Kanhaiya looks at someone behind the camera. He runs to catch
him.

KANHAIYA

He comes after a few seconds and looks at Rajpal.

KANHAIYA
Bhaag gaya saala.

Khempal is emotional, tears swell up in his eyes.

KHEMPAL
Main abhi saab logon ko jagata hoon.

He heads to the Tandons' bedroom door. Rajpal catches up to him
at the door.

RAJPAL
Pagal ho gaya hai. Sab andar ho jaayenge.

Kanhaiya comes to him.

KANHAIYA
Jo tu bolega wahi hoga. Par pehle thande
dimaag se soch to lein ki kya karna hai.
Chal chhat pe chal kar baat karte hain.

Khempal tries to leave suddenly Kanhaiya covers his mouth,
Khempal resists, Rajpal too joins Kanhaiyaa as they both drag
him towards the staircase.

CUT TO:

EXT. APARTMENT - TERRACE - NIGHT
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Khempal shoves both Kanhaiya and Rajpal as they try to calm him
down.

KHEMPAL
Tum dono ko bhagna hai to bhag jao. Mujhe
to sab kuch Saab logon ko batana hai. Phir
chahe jail ho ya phannsi.

Rajpal and Kanhaiya look at each other nervously. Rajpal comes
up to him.

RAJPAL
Khemu.. Dekh.. Mera chacha police mein
hai Kathmandu mein. Tu mila tha unse meri
shaadi mein.. Ek baar hum border se nikal
gaye, to koi nahi pakad paayega humein..

While Rajpal is still pacifying Khempal, Kanhaiya seizes the
opportunity and suddenly hits Khempal on his skull with the
butt of the khukri from the back. Khempal gasps for air as
Kanhaiya repeatedly hits him.

Kanhaiya unknowingly takes support of the wall, leaving a
bloodied handprint on it.

Khempal drops to the floor dead.

Kanhaiya bends down and with a stony determination, makes a cut
on Khempal's throat.

CUT TO:

INT. DASNA JAIL CELL - DAY

A police constable stands guard as Rajpal sits on the floor
inside the lock up room, Ashwin sits opposite.

ASHWIN
Ye Bhakbhakaaon kaun hai?

RAJPAL
Pata nahi.

Ashwin takes a deep breath.

ASHWIN
Sarkari gawah ban ja. Bach jaayega.

RAJPAL
Sab jhooth hai saab.. Maine kuch nahi
kiya hai.. Aap logon ne davaiyoon ke nashe
mein jo chaha bulwa liya mujhse.
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ASHWIN

Aur jo chaha gawa bhee liya? hain?

Rajpal is quiet.

CUT TO:

INT. DASNA JAIL - ANOTHER CELL - LATER

Ashwin sings the Nepali song in front of Kanhaiya as Vedant
gives the beat on the wooden stool or from a spoon on a steel
glass. Kanhaiya sits there poker faced. Ashwin stops.

ASHWIN
Picture bhee dekhega apni? Dekhega ki kya
kya dialogue bole hai tune usmein?

KANHAIYA
(whispers)

Hamare vakil ne kaha hai ki aapki picture
court mein nahi chal sakti.

Suddenly Vedant pounces at him and starts beating mercilessly.
Ashwin stops him.

ASHWIN
Vedant nahin..

Vedant stops as Kanhaiya looks at him, offended.

KANHAIYA
Hamaare Ekta Samaaj ko pata chal gaya na,
toh chhodenge nahin tumhein...

Ashwin sits closer to him.

ASHWIN
Picture court mein chale na chale par tera
The End to hoga beta. Pakka hoga..

CUT TO:

INT. ASHWIN’S CAR - LATER

Vedant has the case files in his lap. Ashwin stares out of the
window. Vedant hands a paper to Ashwin -

VEDANT
Nepali TV channel ne confirm kiya hai ke
15 March ki raat unke Rock house program
mein voh gaana telecast hua tha.
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Ashwin glances at the paper and hums a refrain of the song. But
his thoughts are elsewhere. He stops humming and asks, almost
to himself -

ASHWIN
Ye Bhakbhakaaon kya hai? Kaun hai?

Vedant scans through a bunch of photographs of witnesses etc.

CLOSE-UP:

Photographs of Basanti, drivers etc. And other domestic help
which were questioned.

ASHWIN
Dobara questioning ke liye bulaao..
Sabko.

Ashwin’s phone rings. The display reads The Chief.

ASHWIN
(answering the call)

Sir..

INTERCUT WITH:

INT. RESIDENCE OF DIRECTOR OF CDI - CONTINUOUS

Behind Ramashankar hustle and bustle of people preparing for
what seems to be a party.

RAMASHANKAR PILLAI
Mubarak Mubarak.. Just got a call from
the lab. Kanhaiya ke room mein pillow
cover par jo blood mila tha wo Khempal ke
blood se match karta hai..

Ashwin's eyes light up. Music takes over on the soundtrack as
Ramashankar's voice drowns.

CUT TO:

EXT. RESIDENCE OF DIRECTOR OF CDI - GARDEN - NIGHT.

The residence and garden is decoratively lit as a formal party
is under way. Various top brass of the CDI and Government
officials mingle amongst each other.

Vedant is in an animated, informal discussion with a few
colleagues.
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At another corner Rama Shankar is chatting with some other
official dignitaries. He has his arm around Ashwin. Rama looks
tipsy and jubilant.

RAMA SHANKAR
This is my boy. My Bond..

A laughter. Ashwin is slightly embarrassed.

OFFICIAL GUEST
To kaun kar raha hai take over tumhe?

Rama calls for JK who is standing a few feet away with other
guests.

RAMA SHANKAR
JK.

JK turns and walks to Rama who puts his arm around him.

RAMA SHANKAR (CONT’D)
Ye kar raha hai take over.. par ye kabhee
over take nahi kar paayega.

A laughter. JK tightens his arm on Rama's neck.

JK
Rama. Tu badlega nahi kabhee saala.

RAMA SHANKAR
Aur tu? Badalta hee rahega?. Girgit ki
tarah. Kabhee laal, kabhee peela kabhee
neela.

More laughter.

From stage the home secretary calls on the microphone.

GOVT. SECRETARY
May I request our outgoing director to
please come up on stage.

Rama whispers to JK.

RAMA SHANKAR
Chal aa tujhe thoda hara bhee kar doon.

JK
(amused)

Hara?

RAMA SHANKAR
Hara.. The jealous green.
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Among the thundering sound of claps Rama reaches the stage.
Govt. Secretary hugs him and puts a medal (Check with Arun ji)
on his coat or gives him flowers. He then escorts him to the
dais.

RAMA SHANKAR (CONT’D)
Dil bahut bhari bhee hai aur halka bhee..
Bhari yun ki sabka saath chhoot raha hai
aur halka yun ki sabse peecha.

Laughter from the crowd.

RAMA SHANKAR (CONT’D)
40 saalon ke liye bus ek shabd hai mere
paas- Shukriya.

Claps.

RAMA SHANKAR (CONT’D)
Aur mere khaas dost, aapke naye director
ke liye ek parting gift

He looks at JK straight and smiles.

RAMA SHANKAR (CONT’D)
Ladies and gentleman, Noida double murder
case iss naacheez ke tenure mein solve ho
gaya hai.

A silence followed by a thunderous applause. JK hurrays loudly
while clapping vigorously. His clenched teeth well concealed.

CUT TO:

INT. CDI HEADQUARTERS - CHIEF'S OFFICE - DAY

The lights are off. A video is being played on a TV. JK with
great interest as Ashwin and Vedant sit at the other end of the
table. Its Kanhaiya's narco test. The video comes to an end.
Vedant switches the lights on. The large conference table is
full of various files, and reports.

JK
All this is great work Ashwin. Congrats.

Ashwin smiles.

JK
Charge sheet ke liye main evidence kya
hoga?

Vedant picks a file report.
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VEDANT

Here sir.. Kanhaiya ke room se jo pillow
cover mila tha uske blood samples Khempal
ke blood se match karte hain.

JK puts his reading glasses and looks at the file. Just then JK
gets a call on his cell-phone. The screen displays I.G.
Gurbachan Singh's photograph. JK looks at it for a while and
then decides to take it. Shruti's photo still in his hand.

JK
Hello...

He listens fore a while.

I.G.
(at the other end) )

Ho sakey to kuchh kar JK.. For old times
sake.. Just help me out yaar.. JK.. My
career will be finished..

JK
Hmm.. Listen I'm in a meeting. I'll call
you back.

He cuts the call and goes back to the file. Ashwin looks on.

JK
Great.. Great.. But Since this is going to
be our main evidence, shouldn't we
reconfirm this with the lab?

ASHWIN
Why Sir?

JK Starts to pack his bag.

JK
Ashwin, you know Narco test court mein
admissable nahi hai. I want us to be
doubly sure.

He gets up to go and turns to Vedant.

JK
Kal subah ki pehli flight se Ahmedabad
jaao. I want this reconfirmation report by
the evening.

He picks up his bag and looks at Ashwin.

JK
Tum parson chargesheet file kar sakte ho.
Happy?
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Ashwin smiles. JK Leaves, Vedant runs after him

CUT TO:

INT. CDI HEADQUARTERS CORRIDOR - CONTINUOUS

Vedant catches up with JK

VEDANT
Sir. Kal meri fiancee ka birth day hai.

JK
To ussey bhee le jao saath.

VEDANT
Sir.. Wo kal humne..

JK cuts him in the middle.

JK
Tumhara promotion kab due hai?

VEDANT
Abhee kafi waqt hai sir.

JK Stops and looks at him.

JK
Waqt kabhee kafi nahi hota hai.

JK pats on his shoulder and walks away. Vedant keeps looking at
him going away.

CUT TO:

INT. CDI SPECIAL COURT - DAY

A judge signs a few papers as Ramesh sits handcuffed to
Kanhaiya on a bench inside a CDI special court. Nutan sits on
the adjacent bench. The judge looks up.

JUDGE
On the recommendation of the CDI this
court grants bail to Dr. Ramesh Tandon on
the following terms.

Tears roll off a jubilant Nutan as she runs and hugs Ramesh.
The judge keeps pronouncing the bail conditions.

CUT TO:
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INT. CDI HEADQUARTERS - DIRECTOR’S CABIN - CONTINUOUS

Ashwin enters the cabin, JK is on the phone and gestures him to
come in quickly. Ashwin is curious and steps in.

JK
(to Ashwin)

Shut the door..
(puts the phone on speaker)

Yeah .. So Vedant what were you saying..

INTERCUT WITH:

INT. DR SWAMY'S FORENSIC LAB - CONTINUOUS

Vedant is on the phone in the corridor with the report in his
hand.

VEDANT
I don’t know how these fools could mess up
so badly.. .they’re saying it was a
typographical error...

INTERCUT:

INT. CDI HEADQUARTERS - DIRECTOR’S CABIN - CONTINUOUS

Ashwin exchanges a look with JK.

ASHWIN
Matlab?

VEDANT
Sir.. Forensic team ne pillow covers
Khempal aur Kanhaiya dono ke kamron se
collect kiye thay. Right.. Khempal ke
cover ka no xx diya or krishna ke cover ka
xx. inka kehna hai ki typing mein xx no xx
type ho gaya.. galti se.. Its a
typographical error.

ASHWIN
Matlab ki Jis cover pe khempal ka blood
match hua hai wo inke mutabik khempal ke
kamre se hee mila hai na ki Kanhaiyaa ke?

VEDANT
Exactly Sir..

Ashwin is agitated now.
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ASHWIN

Main wahan majud tha aur Maine khud apni
aankhon se dekha hai ki blood wala cover
Kanhaiya ke kamre se hee mila hai.. Aur
Poori report mein 10 baar koi xx ko xx
type karne ki galti kaise kar sakta hai?

VEDANT
(On speaker phone)

Exactly sir.. Main bhee subah se yahi kah
raha hoon.. Par ye maanney ko taiyaar hee
nahi hain.

ASHWIN
(screams)

What? Kaun hai in charge wahan? Baat kara
meri. I will kill the bastard..

JK
(To Ashwin)

I will deal with them officially. Vedant
scan and mail those reports to us.. ASAP.

He cuts the call and turns to Ashwin.

JK (CONT’D)
Don't worry. We won't spare them.

Ashwin sits down dejected.

CUT TO:

EXT. MAKE SHIFT CHINESE STALL - NIGHT

A disheartened Ashwin sits at the chinese stall and drinks from
the steel glass. Kids roll a joint on a corner table. Traffic
pass by. The Nepali cook sings the same old Nepali song and
bounces noodles in air to serve in a plate. He looks for the
boy around and calls.

NEPALI COOK
Bhakbhakaaoon. Oye

Ashwin reacts to the sound of Bhakbhakaaoon. He walks to the
cook.

ASHWIN
Ye bhakbhaakoon kaun hai.

NEPALI COOK
Saab Nepali mein hakle ko
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Just then the boy arrives.

NEPALI COOK
Lo aa gaya Bhak Bhak Bhakaaoon..

(to boy)
Kahan gaya tha?

NEPLAI BOY
Ba..ba..ba.. Bathroom..

He gives him the plate to serve to the people sitting. We stay
with Ashwin, his eyes light up.

CUT TO:

FLASHCUT: SHAMBHU'S TESTIMONY

Testimony of Shambu. He stammers.

CUT TO:

INT. APARTMENT - GARAGE - NIGHT

Ashwin raps on the garage door, a groggy Shambhu opens the door
whining to himself. Ashwin looks at him.

ASHWIN
Kya kar raha tha?

Shambhu is puzzled to see Ashwin at this hour.

SHAMBHU
So...so.. Rahaaaaa. Tha.

Ashwin pulls his cheeks lovingly.

ASHWIN
Bhakbhaakaaon.

Shambhu smiles sheepishly.

CUT TO:

INT. CDI HEADQUARTERS - INTERROGATION ROOM - DAY

Ashwin thrashes Shambhu in a corner as Vedant reads messages on
his cell-phone in the other corner.

CUT TO:
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INT. CDI HEADQUARTERS - INTERROGATION ROOM - LATER

Shambhu sits trembling under a large blanket. His eyes full of
tears he looks battered and beaten up. Ashwin pulls up a chair
in front of him and sits down. He offers him a glass of water.
Shambhu reluctantly takes the glass and gulps it down.

ASHWIN
Police aksar jhooth bolne ke liye maarti
hai... Par maine tujhe sachh bolne ke liye
maara.. par maara.. sorry..

Shambhu cries like a baby.

SHAMBHU
Mujhe phansi to nahin hogi na saab?

ASHWIN
Nahin. Ulta tu chhoot jaayega. Kyonki tu
apni marzee se sarkari gawah banne ko
taiyaar hua hai.. Bina kisi zor zabardasti
ke. Haan?

SHAMBHU
Jee saab.

Ashwin stands up from the chair and instructs Vedant.

ASHWIN
Lets shoot him..

Shambhu screams.

SHAMBHU
Nahin Saab..!

Ashwin laughs.

ASHWIN
Arre wo shooting nahi. Camera se
shooting.

(to Vedant)
Clean him up before that.

He goes out.

CUT TO:

INT. CDI HEADQUARTERS - INTERROGATION ROOM - DAY

Shambhu is neatly dressed with hair properly combed. He faces a
camera. On the other side of the camera are Ashwin and Vedant.
The red light flashes as they record his statement.
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SHAMBHU

Main jaldi so gaya tha uss raat.

CUT TO:

INT. APARTMENT - GARAGE - NIGHT.

Khempal comes running to the garage and wakes up Shambhu
frantically.

KHEMPAL
Shambhu. Jaldi utth yaar. Bahaut gadbad ho
gayi hai.

Shambhu wakes up.

SHAMBHU
Kya hua?

Khempal is hysterical.

KHEMPAL
Wahan uppar.. Kanhaiya.. Aur Rajpal..

CUT TO:

INT. APARTMENT - SHRUTI'S ROOM - NIGHT

Khempal enters the room followed by Shambhu.

He is shocked to see Shruti lying on the bed unconscious. Blood
trickles out of a cut on her forehead, onto her face.

KHEMPAL
Kya kiya ye tum logo ne.

Khempal slides down on the wall to the floor clutching his
hair.

KANHAIYA
Kuch nahi hua hai Khemu. Bus behosh ho
gayee hai dar ke.

He puts his finger near her nostrils.

KANHAIYA (CONT’D)
Dekh saans chal rahi hai..

Rajpal looks at Khempal, who is clearly freaking out. He comes
close to Khempal puts his hand on his shoulder and tries to
calm him down.
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RAJPAL

Sab theek ho jaayega.. Chinta mat kar.

Shambhu who was watching this drama silently all this while,
panics and quickly runs out of the room. Kanhaiya runs to catch
him, he slips away.

KANHAIYA

Shambhu's voice comes on the sound track as he runs down the
staircase.

SHAMBHU
(v/o)

Un dono ne hee shruti aur Khempal ko
maara hai

CUT TO:

INT. CDI HEADQUARTERS - CHIEF'S OFFICE - EVENING

Shambhu's video is being played on the TV as JK watches along
with Ashwin and Vedant.

VEDANT
(on TV)

Kin dono ne?

SHAMBHU
(on TV)

Kanhaiya aur Rajpal..

VEDANT
(on TV )

Tum apni marzi se approver ban-ne ke liye
taiyaar ho?

SHAMBHU
(on TV )

Jee saab.

J.K presses the pause button on the remote and turns to Ashwin.
A beat.

JK
Do you think I'm a fool?

Ashwin is taken aback by the statement.
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ASHWIN

I'm sorry?

JK
You torture and beat up somebody and then
force him to become an approver ?

Ashwin slightly taken aback.

ASHWIN
Sir.. Wo Magistrate ko bayan dene ke liye
tayyar hai. Kal chargesheet aur parsoon
case khatam.

JK cuts him in the midway.

JK
Look, mujhe nahi pata hai ki Ramashankar
kis tareeqe se kaam karta tha yahan.. But
this is not the way this agency will
function under my command.

Ashwin takes a deep breath to control his anger.

ASHWIN
Sir.. Wo apni marzee se approver ban raha
hai.

JK pulls out a cell-phone and presses the play button revealing
a video recording of Ashwin thrashing Shambhu.

CUT TO:
FLASH CUT:

INT. CDI HEADQUARTERS - INTERROGATION ROOM - DAY

Vedant recording the video of Ashwin thrashing Shambhu in the
interrogation room.

CUT BACK TO:

INT. CDI HEADQUARTERS - CHIEF'S OFFICE - CONTINUOUS

Ashwin glares at Vedant in anger as sounds of Shambhu’s cries
play from the phone.

JK
You are off this case from immediate
effect.

Ashwin picks up a glass paperweight kept on the table.
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ASHWIN

Saale.. Gaddar.

He suddenly throws the paperweight towards Vedant. It barely
misses him and hits the glass of the cupboard behind.

JK is shocked as Ashwin jumps towards Vedant and punches him
straight on the jaw, knocking him down immediately. He moves
down to grab his collar and punches him a couple of times more.

JK calls out for help as Vedant’s nose begins to bleed.

Some officers see what's happening through the glass window and
rush in to grab Ashwin. They finally manage to restrain him.

JK
Get this pyscho out of here.. You are
suspended. Get out!

An angry Ashwin is dragged out of the cabin, as Vedant gathers
himself.

CUT TO:

EXT. MAKE SHIFT CHINESE STALL - NIGHT.

Ashwin is at the tthela... quiet, pensive - a world away from
the happy group of young boys and girls on a late-night jaunt.
A song fades in on the sound track.

Song moments.

CUT TO:

I/E. DELHI ROADS / CAB INTERIOR - NIGHT

Ashwin travelling in a cab. He sits at the back seat with his
eyes closed. His hand wrapped in a sprain bandage.

CUT.

INT. ASHWIN &AMP; REEMA'S HOME - NIGHT

In the middle of night a bell breaks the silence of the Reema's
home. Nobody comes out. The bell rings again. Reema wakes up
and looks at her watch. Its 3 am in the morning. She walks to
the main entrance. The maid has already opened the door but she
can't see the person behind.
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REEMA

Kaun hai?

The maid doesn't speak and steps aside. Its Ashwin. She gets
frozen on the spot. He looks completely broken. A beat.

The maid slowly goes inside.

REEMA
Ashwin... Kya hua hai tumhe?

Ashwin looks at her and without saying a word hugs her and
begins to cry. Reema is taken aback but comforts him.

REEMA
What's wrong?

Ashwin continues weeping like a child, holding her tighter.

ASHWIN
I can't.. I can't do it anymore.. Please
don't let me go back..

REEMA
Kahan?

ASHWIN
To my job.. Mujhe ye naukri nahi karni
hai. Please don't let me go back..

Reema comforts him as he completely breaks down. The song
continues on the sound track.

CUT TO:

EXT. DASNA JAIL - EVENING

Kanhaiya and Rajpal are hounded by the media as they're
escorted out of the jail premises. They get into a car and are
driven away.

We hear the voice of a news anchor.

NEWS ANCHOR
CDI 90 din ke bheetar chargesheet daakhil
karne me naakamyaab huee aur Shruti murder
case ke 3 mukhyay aaropi naukron ko aaj
adalat ne zamant par chhod diya. Kaha ja
raha hai CDI ab naye sirey se nayee team
ke saath doobara tahkikaat shuru karegi.

CUT TO:
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INT. CDI HEADQUARTERS - CONFERENCE ROOM - DAY

JK addresses a handful of his officers - a debriefing session.
Vedant amongst them.

JK
I am sure Aap sab ne Shruti murder case
aur Ashwin Kumar ko lekar kai kahaniyaan
sunee sunayee hongi. Isiliye zarrori hai
kee sab afwahhonn ko saaf kiya jaaye. I
think he got too emotionally involved with
the case.. And let his emotions affect his
better judgement..

Vedant looks on sipping his tea.

JK (CONT’D)
Jis tarah doctors apney patients aur unki
beemariyoon se emotionally detached rehtey
hain usi tarah humein bhee apney cases aur
subjects se ek doori, jazbaati doori
rakhna zaroori hai. So I request all of
you.. please do not, like Ashwin, let your
personal lives get in the way of your
investigation. We are here to be impartial
and to investigate the facts and report
them to the law.

A beat.

JK (CONT’D)
Any questions?

Silence amongst those present. J.K Concludes.

JK (CONT’D)
Good. Let’s get back to work then..

The officers get up to leave.

CUT TO:

INT. CDI HEADQUARTERS - CORRIDOR- LATER

JK and Vedant walk through the corridor.

VEDANT
Sir I’d like to request to assign an
investigative officer on the double murder
case..
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JK

How come?

VEDANT
Sir main is case mein Ashwin ke saath
pehle din se involved raha hoon, Main kuch
bhee koshish kar loon mere nazariye ka
betarafdar hona bada mushkil hai. Behtar
hoga ki koi Investigating officer
tehqiqaakt kare aur main door reh kar
observe karoon. Tarazu ke kaante ki tarah
na idhar na udhar.

JK smiles.

JK
Do you have anybody in mind ?

VEDANT
Manhor ya Bhattacharya?

JK
(nods)

They both have their hands full..

Vedant thinks for a bit.

VEDANT
What about Paul Saab?

A smirk appears on JK’s face.

JK
Paul Saab..

Vedant is puzzled by the smirk on JK’s face.

CUT TO

EXT. CHILDREN’S PLAY GROUND - DAY

A man in his late forties plays hide and seek with a kid who is
hiding behind a tree. The man holds a plastic cheap gun in his
hands and pretends to look for the kid in other direction. This
is Paul, the senior IO of CDI.

PAUL
(in dramatic hoarse voice)

Kab tak chupega.. Kahan tak bhagega..
Bade bade hatyaroon ko pakda hain maine..
Tu bhee nahi bach sakta.. Aaja bahar
aaja..
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He makes a commando like entry behind a swing.

PAUL (CONT’D)
Arrey.. adrashyay ho gaya..

He looks around in a mock disappointment as the kid behind the
tree suppresses his laughter.

PAUL (CONT’D)
Chalaaq.. Dhoort.. Maan ja.. Ab bhee
samay hai..

His phone rings. He looks at the display screen, takes the
call.

PAUL (CONT’D)
Hello, Good evening sir.. Sir ek minute
bus ek minute.. hold kijiye Sir..

PAUL (CONT’D)
(continues to play with the
kid)

Apni marzee se apna gunaah qabool kar le..
Warna peeche pachtayega..

(into the phone)
Sir..

He listens for a moment.

PAUL (CONT’D)
Sir. Main to 2 mahine ki leave pe hoon
sir. Sir Misusses mulk gayee hain Sir..

Suddenly the kid comes from behind and pats forcefully on his
back

KID
Dhappa!!

Paul winces in pain.

PAUL
Aaaeee!!

(into the phone)
Nahi sir theek hoon. kukku ke saath park
mein Chor sipahi khel raha hoon sir..

Listens to the other side.

PAUL (CONT’D)
Main..?

He blushes.
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PAUL (CONT’D)

Sipahi..

The kid screams.

KUKKU
Chor chor.

Paul tries to calm him down.

PAUL
Haan haan.

(into the phone)
Sir main Sipahi tha par ab chor banoonga..

The kid pulls him by his hand.

KUKKU
Phone rakho. Cheating, phone rakho.

Paul is harassed between the phone and the kid.

PAUL
Ji Sir.. ji sir.

Kid pulls him more aggressively, he suddenly pushes him hard.

PAUL (CONT’D)
Abbey Chup kar na.

Kukku falls on the ground in the dust.

PAUL (CONT’D)
(in phone)

Nahi Sir aapko nahi..sorry..

The kid starts to cry loudly.

PAUL (CONT’D)
Sir ek minute..

He runs to the kid and bends down.

PAUL (CONT’D)
Sorry beta sorry. Lagi to nahi.

The Kid turns and throws a fist full of dust right on his face.
The cell phone falls from his hand as he covers his face.

KUKKU
(cries loudly)

Lagi..
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The voice from the speaker keeps saying hello hello as Paul
tries to find it with his closed eyes.

CUT TO:

INT. CDI HEADQUARTERS - CHIEF'S OFFICE - DAY

Paul sits across the table from JK Along with Vedant, behind
them. Kukku admires the trophies and photographs on the
display-case as he licks an ice-cream cone.

PAUL
Sir do char din mein files padh kar main
taiyaar ho jaaoonga sir.. Mere aho bhagya
sir ki aapne mujhe iss case ke laayaq
samjha sir. Dhyanwaad, shukriya, meharbani
sir.

Vedant decides to ask the obvious question.

VEDANT
Paul saab.. Aur Kukku ka kya hoga?

PAUL
Kya hona hai sir mere saath rahega. No
problem.

Vedant and JK exchange a look. JK clears his throat.

JK
Paul Saab murder case ke investigation
mein baccha.. saath..

PAUL
Sir Dopahar 2 baje school khatam hota hai
uskey baad koi aur hai nahi na uski
dekhbhal ke liye.

VEDANT
Baby sitter? Department will take care of
the payment.

PAUL
Paise ki baat nahi sir.. na na na..

Paul hesitates for a while.

PAUL (CONT’D)
Sir.. Wo.. kisi ke bus mein aaney wala
bachha nahi hai. Aur asal mein to wo
baccha hee nahi hai..
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JK

Matlab?

Just then - Crash!! The display-case behind them comes crashing
down. They all turn around in shock.

PAUL
(whispers)

Raakchas hai.

Kukku smiles cheekily. Paul goes to Kukku and holds him by the
ear to bring him back to his chair.

PAUL (CONT’D)
(to JK)

Sir ek raakchas.. sorry prosecutor hone
chahiye team mein shuru se.

JK
Prosecutor.. shuru se, kyon?

PAUL
Sabootoon ki tassalli bakhsh marammat
bahut zaroori hai. Rozana.

CUT TO:

Paul greets a lawyer inside his chambers - This is Sanga in his
early 50s. He pulls Kukku’s cheeks lovingly.

PAUL
O ji Sanga saab. Mubarankaan. Asi pher
saath saath hain ji.

Paul’s vo takes over the soundtrack.

PAUL (CONT’D)
(V/O)

Ashwin Kumar wali galati nahi dohrani hai
humein. Sir finally hum kitna bhee sachha
aur achha investigation kar lein, court
mein to bechare prosecutor ko hi gunaah
sabit karna hoga. Aur Sir Saboot aur saza-
jaise jachha aur bachha. Tandrust jachha
to mazboot bachha.

CUT TO:

EXT. APARTMENT COMPLEX - DAY
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Paul looks up at the building, he carries Kukku in his arm.

CUT TO:

INT. APARTMENT - CONTINUOUS

Paul followed by Sanga and other officers walk through the
apartment.

CUT TO:

INT. NATHANI’S APARTMENT - CONTINUOUS

Sanga is seen playing ball with Kukku in a compound. Inside
their home, Paul speaks to Mr.& Mrs. Nathani.

PAUL
Aapney statement diya hai ki uss raat
Rajpal aap logon ke saath raat 12.30 tak
tha.

NATHANI
Main Dehradoon se wapas aa rahee thee.
Natahani Saab aur Rajpal mujhe pick karney
aaye thhey station. 11.30 baje hum ghar
waapas pahunche. Mera vrat tha to maine 12
baje ke baad khana khaya aur lagbhag 12.30
baje hum sone gaye.

Paul and Sanga exchange a look.

SANGA
Dr. Tandon ke yahan pahunchne mein
andaazan kitna waqt lagta hai yahan se.

NATHANI
40 minute maximum.

PAUL
Paidal?

NATHANI
Ji..

PAUL
Aur cycle pe?

NATHANI
(after a thought)

20 minute...

Paul nods in silence.
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CUT TO:

EXT. ROAD NEAR SAMEER VIHAR - LATER

Paul and Sanga are racing on cycles on their way to Tandon’s
house. Kukku sits on the front bar of Paul’s cycle. Paul speaks
to Kuku while peddling fast to take over Sanga.

PAUL
Hatyara agar 12.30 baje apne ghar se
nikla to hatya ki jagah pe kitne baje
pauncha?

KUKKU
Kitne baje?

PAUL
Abbey ghonchu 30 jama 20?

KUKKU
50, 12.50

PAUL
Shabbash.. Aur hatya agar 12 se 1 baje ke
beech huee to ussey hatya karne ke liye
kitna samay mila?

Kukku shakes his head.

KUKKU
10 minute.

PAUL
Shabbash..

Paul peddles with all his energy and takes over from Sanga to
finish the race at Sameer Vihar society.

KUKKU
Yayaya. Hum jeet gaye.

Paul stops the cycle close to the junior officer waiting near
their car. He claps for Paul’s win. Sanga also arrives and
stops.

JUNIOR OFFICER
(While clapping)

Sir Kisi bhee Watchman ne Rajpal ko ghar
se nikalte nahi dekha uss raat.

Sanga and Paul exchange a look while trying to catch their
breath. Kukku looks at Paul.
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KUKKU

Daddy matlab hatya huee hee nahi..

They all share a laughter.

CUT TO:

INT. KANHAIYA’S QUARTERS - LATER

On the cot Kanhaiya’s family sits in a line. Paul sits opposite
on a small stool. The cops wait at the doorway. The Nepali TV
channel plays in the background in mute.

KANHAIYA’S SISTER
Hum sach bol rahe hain Shaab. Kanahiya
kaam se seedha ghar aaya tha uss raat. Hum
7 log yahin sote hain.. Ek kamre mein.

She looks at her family.

KANHAIYA’S SISTER (CONT’D)
Agar voh utth kar kahin baahar jata aur
waapas aata to koi na koi to jag jaata
saab. Aap sab se pooch lijiye.

Paul looks at all the family members.

CUT TO:

INT. CDI HEADQUARTERS - ASHWIN'S CABIN - DAY

Vedant watches the proceedings on a video screen from his room.

CUT TO:

INT. CDI HEADQUARTERS - INTERROGATION ROOM - DAY

GOGIA
Kamaal kar rahe hain aap. Apni aankhon se
dekhi theen maine sharaab ki botlein
Khempal ke kamre mein.

SANGA
Aur gaddey pe dabaav bhee tha?

GOGIA
Jee tha.

PAUL
Aur aap pe?
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GOGIA

Matlab?

PAUL
Aap pe kitna dabaav tha?

Gogia is fuming with anger.

PAUL (CONT’D)
2 laakh, 5 laakh? Haan? Laash baraamad
karne ka package kiya tha statements ke
saath ya alag alag charge kiya?

GOGIA
Tameez se.. Paul Saab.. Aap ek retired
poice afsar se baat kar rahe ho. Bhoolna
nahi.

PAUL
Na hee aap bhoolna.. apna record. Bahut
mashhoor hain aap apney department mein.

Sanga chimes in to ease off the tension.

SANGA
Gogia saab. Dekhiye galti sab se ho jaati
hai. Ye to Insaani fitrat hai saab. Par
aapko mauka mil raha hai aatm shuddhi ka..
to meri salaah hai ki ye mauka khoiye mat.

Gogia gets up and walks out angrily. Paul smiles.

CUT TO:

INT. CDI HEADQUARTERS - SANGA’S CHAMBER - DAY

The video of the Narco on the servants plays on a tv. As Dr
Swami and Sanga silently watch. On tv screen Dr. Swamy pats on
the cheek of the drugged out kahaiyaa.

DR SWAMY
(on screen)

Khukri se murder kiya tumne? Bolo Khukri
se?

Paul rewinds the part again, plays and then pauses it. He turns
to Dr. Swamy.

PAUL
Ye wo kehna chah raha tha ya aap ussey
bulwana chah raheen theen?
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DR SWAMY

Jab lead milti hai to hum prodding karte
hain. There is nothing wrong in this.

PAUL
Wrong nahin Dr. Swamy completely wrong and
unethical. Poora test Pakshpati hai
aapka.. Kiske kehney par kiya ye sab
aapne.

Dr. Swami is silent and furious.

PAUL (CONT’D)
Ashwin Kumar?

CUT TO:

INT. CDI HEADQUARTERS - CHIEF'S OFFICE - DAY

Vedant explains to Paul and Sanga in JK’s presence.

VEDANT
Nahi nahi Paul Saab. Ashwin ek bahut hi
sachha aur imaandar officer hai. Bahut
saakh hai uski department mein. Aur
investigation mein, main to har jagah
maujud tha. Ab ussey ek theory sahi lagi
aur wo uss per nikal pada. Aur ek baar aap
ek train mein baith gaye to samne wali
train agar ruki bhee ho to aapko chalti
dikayee deti hai. hai na?

Vedant chuckles at his own interpretation.

PAUL
Sir mata pita ke Narco parikshan ki
anRamashankarti chahiye.

Vedant looks at JK, he nods.

CUT TO:

INT. NARCO ROOM - DAY

The montage of Narco test of Dr. Ramesh and Nutan Tandon cut on
music.

CUT TO:
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EXT. FORENSIC LAB - DAY

A news anchor speaks into the camera.

NEWS ANCHOR
Vishwast sootro ke anusaar Dr. Ramesh aur
Nutan Tandon ke Narco test mein CDI ko
moonh kee khani padi hai.

CUT TO:

INT. CDI HEADQUARTERS - CHIEF'S OFFICE - DAY

The Narco test is viewed on a tv screen by Paul, Sanga, Vedant
and JK as news anchor’s V/O continues on the sound track.

NEWS ANCHOR
Test ke results mein kuch bhee aisa nahi
haasil hua jiskey bootey pe ye kaha ja
saakey ki unka apni beti ke murder mein
zara sa bhee haath hai.

Paul turns to JK.

PAUL
Sir Bahut hee dhoort aur makkar qism ke
log hain ye dono pati patni. 100% Narco se
pehle inhoney antidote liya hai.. Isiliye
narco ki dawaiyoon ka inpe asar hee nahi
hua.

There is a sudden silence in the room only the sounds of the
narco test.

JK
Narco ka antidote hota hai?

PAUL
Hota nahin par ho to sakta hai. Sir
bhooliye nahin ye dono Doctors hain,
Doctors.

JK
Par test karne vaale bhee to doctors thay
Paul saab. I am sure unhone Narco se pehle
dono ke blood tests kiye honge.

VEDANT
Aur ho sakta hai ki inhone murder kiya
hee na ho?
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Paul suddenly bursts into a laughter.

PAUL
Sir inki soorat dekhiye aur seeney pe
haath rakh ke kahiye ki inki aankhon mein
hatyara nahi nazar aata aapko.

Paul picks up his ringing cell.

PAUL (CONT’D)
Hello Kuku. Chutti ho gayee beta? Bus main
abhee pahuncha.. Haan haan gaadi mein
hoon.

He runs out of the room.

CUT TO:

INT. CDI HEADQUARTERS INTERROGATION ROOM - DAY

On headphones Gogia listens to an audio recording. Paul feeds
Kukku from the tiffin box as Sanga sits their blank faced.
Gogia’s expressions change. He takes off his head phones in
frustration.

GOGIA
Ye illegal hai.

SANGA
Aur aap jo sab kar rahe hain phone par wo
sab legal hai?

GOGIA
(Nervous)

Phone tapping kisi bhee court mein saboot
nahi ban sakti.

PAUL
Aur Public court mein? Kaun sa paper aata
hai aapke yahan? TOI ya HT?

Gogia is quiet.

CUT TO:

INT. PAUL’S BEDROOM - NIGHT

Paul hums a lullaby and goes through the case file as Kukku
sleeps next to him on the bed. He stops at a photograph of
Khempal’s room taken by Noida police on the day of crime. He
circles at two golf clubs at the corner of the room. He smiles
and sings lullaby with more emotions and starts to brush Kuku’s
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hair.

CUT TO:

INT. CDI HEADQUARTERS - SANGA’S CABIN - DAY

Sanga shows him a Golf club neatly wrapped up in a plastic
sheet on his table.

PAUL
Par photo mein to 2 hain.

Paul points at the photograph.

CUT TO:

INT. CDI HEADQUARTERS - ASHWIN'S CABIN - DAY

Vedant watches on a tv screen as Ramesh is being questioned by
Paul.

CUT TO:

INT. CDI HEADQUARTERS - INTERROGATION ROOM - DAY

Paul questions Dr. Ramesh Tandon.

PAUL
Hatya ke din do golf club thay aur teesre
din, Hemraj ki laash milne ke baad, jab
police ne ghar ko seal kiya to 1.

Ramesh looks at the photograph and shrugs his shoulders.

RAMESH
Sir, dedh saal ho gaye hain... pata nahin
kahaan hoga...

Paul smiles gently and nods.

CUT TO:

INT. POST-MORTEM HOUSE - DAY

Photographs of Shruti’s dead body on the table along with
reports. Paul studies a report.

PAUL
Ladki ke Maathey ka ghaav, 2 by 8 inches.
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Sanga caresses the curved foot of the golf club and looks at
Dr Dubey.

SANGA
Ye kitna hoga. Any guess?

Dr. Dubey takes the club from Sanga.

DUBEY
Par Hemraj ke sar pe aur Ladki ke Maathey
pe?

A beat. Paul notices a photograph of Jesus on the wall. He
smiles and crosses himself.

PAUL
Yeeshu mahaan hai!

Dubey and Sanga are confused.

PAUL (CONT’D)
Aur mahantam uskey Dharampracharak!

Sanga looks at him with questioning eyes.

PAUL (CONT’D)
Missionary.

A beat.

CUT TO:

INT. APARTMENT - SHRUTI'S ROOM - DAY

Two junior CDI officers lie in a missionary position on
Shruti’s bed.

CUT TO:

INT. APARTMENT - CONTINUOUS

Paul holding the golf club quickly walks through the corridor,
opens Shruti’s room. Paul mock hits at the head of the officer
in the upper position. He mock falls on the ground. Paul then
hits at the forehead of the officer lying down. He then looks
up at Vedant standing in a corner and smiles.

CUT TO:
OPTION:

INT. CDI HEADQUARTERS - CHIEF'S OFFICE - DAY
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Two puppets in a missionary position at JK’s table. Paul with a
golf club mock hits at the head of the puppet in the upper
position, Sanga removes it. Paul raises the golf club again and
hits at the forehead of the puppet lying down.

CUT TO:

MONTAGE:

INT. CDI HEADQUARTERS - SANGA'S CABIN - DAY

Paul questioning various people.

CUT.

INT. APARTMENT - DAY

Ramesh finding the golf club at the attic of the house.

CUT.

INT. CDI HEADQUARTERS - PAUL'S CABIN

Ramesh delivers it to Paul.

CUT.

INT. DR SWAMY'S FORENSIC LAB - DAY

Dr Mohanty and his team testing the Golf club. Its surface is
cleaner than the other clubs.

CUT.

INT. APARTMENT - DAY

More moments at the Tandon’s apartment.

Paul shifting the fridge in Khempal's room while Sanga watches.

Paul throwing the keys to Sanga.

CUT TO:

INT. CDI HEADQUARTERS - DAY
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Paul followed by Sanga walks like a warrior inside the CDI
corridor, holding a file like a sword on his waist.

Vedant holds the file in same manner walks towards JK’s room.

CUT TO:

INT. HOME MINISTRY CORRIDOR - DAY

JK walks in the Home ministry corridor with the file

CUT TO:

INT. GOVT. SECRETARY'S OFFICE - DAY

JK hands over the file to the Govt. Secretary.

CUT TO:

INT. DIRECTORATE OF MILITARY INTELLIGENCE - DAY

Ashwin is on the podium, addressing a gathering of young
officers.

ASHWIN
In some cases, the process of
intelligence-gathering has to trample upon
laws in order to ensure effective results.
This might be the exact reason that some
experts choose to define
intelligence-gathering as a legal act
carried out illegally." ..

A laughter from the gathering.

ASHWIN (CONT’D)
Somewhere you have to find a balance
between what the system wants you to do
and what you feel is right as an
individual... Thank-you.

Ashwin smiles as everyone applauds. An officer comes up to him
on the dais and speaks to the crowd.

OFFICER
Now time for the Q and A.. If anyone has
any questions for Mr. Kumar, please
proceed.

Several hands go up in the crowd. He is slightly overwhelmed.
He points to a young officer.
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YOUNG OFFICER

Sir.. Just wondering.. You are such an
accomplished officer of your agency, then
why did you take pre mature retirement?
What made you quit?

Ashwin thinks.

ASHWIN
I guess I couldn't find the balance.

Everyone laughs.

ASHWIN (CONT’D)
Give me a call if any one of you guys find
it.. Please.

More laughter.

His phone blinks silently on the dais. He looks at the display.

CUT TO:

EXT. DELHI STREET - DAY

Ashwin speaks into his phone -

ASHWIN
Wrong number lag gaya Sir..?

INTERCUT WITH:

INT. GOVT. SECRETARY’S OFFICE - CONTINUOUS

The Govt. Secretary smiles.

GOVT. SECRETARY
Ashwin... kaise ho?

ASHWIN
Good Sir...

GOVT. SECRETARY
Achha suno, jis meeting ke baare mein
maine tumse baat kee thee na...

ASHWIN
Ji..

GOVT. SECRETARY
Woh kal 11 baje ke liye fix ho gayee
hai... Tumhare bahut saare chahne wale
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bhee maujud honge usmein... theek hai?

ASHWIN
I’ll be there Sir...

GOVT. SECREATRY
See you. Bye.

He cuts the line.

CUT TO:

INT. HOME MINISTRY - CONFERENCE ROOM - DAY

Ashwin is seated next to Ramashankar. In the opposite row sit
Vedant and JK along with Paul and Sanga. There are few other
officials also present to take notes. The HOME SECRETARY seated
at the head of the table, takes off his spectacles and speaks.

GOVT. SECRETARY
Aap dono ki reports padhi hain maine.
Detail mein. Dono nazariye ek doosre se
intne door hain jitney.. Congress aur
BJP..

He laughs at his own joke, the others let out a courtesy
laughter. The Govt. Secretary flips through one of the reports.

GOVT. SECRETARY (CONT’D)
Pehli team ke mutabik, naukar qaatil
hain, aur doosri team kehti hai ke parents
ne hi maara hai. Ministry has to take some
stand, its high time. Ab ya to aap log ek
doosre ko convince karein ya mujhe.

He looks at Ashwin.

GOVT. SECRETARY (CONT’D)
Ashwin?

ASHWIN
Sir kisi bhee investigation ka usool hai-
khoj, saboot aur natija. Aap khoj karte
hain sabootoon ki aur phir ek natije par
pahunchte hain..

He looks at Vedant and JK.

ASHWIN (CONT’D)
Magar yahan to sab ulta hua hai. In logon
ne pehle natija tai kiya aur phir
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sabootoon ki khoj. Aur badi mehnat ke
saath..

Vedant cuts him in the middle.

VEDANT
Mehnat aapne bhee kuch kam thodi kee thee
sir.. Maine to khud dekha hai. Masoom
gareeb naukaron ko phaansi pe latakwane
mein koi kasar nahi chhodi thee aapne.

Ashwin smiles.

ASHWIN
Wo maasoom hain. To tu kya hai?

Vedant turns to the secretary.

VEDANT
Sir.. Ghar mein 4 log thhey, 2 zinda hain
aur do nahi. As simple as that.

ASHWIN
Sir har witness ki testimony badal gayee
hai. Maid servent, forensic expert,
postmortem doctor. Is it as simple as
that?

Home secretary raised his hand to calm down the situation.

GOVT. SECRETARY
Please I request both the officers to calm
down please. Lets do one thing. 2nd team
ne jo bhee naye aur crucial evidence ya
testimonies discover kiye hain, saamne
rakhe. 1st team uspey apni tippani de.
Fair?

A beat.

Paul stands at the corner of the conference table facing
everyone.

PAUL
Sir case ka sabse bada mudda hai ki uss
raat ghar mein 4 logon ke alawa koi aur
tha ya nahi? Pehli team ke mutabik Hatyara
baahar se aaya, maara aur darwaza bandh
kar ke bhaag gaya. Right?

No one says anything. Paul smiles and whispers.
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PAUL (CONT’D)

Wrong..

Paul picks up the photograph of the maid servant Basanti.

PAUL (CONT’D)
Sir place of crime par sabse pehle
pahuchne wala gawah ya agar main issey
chashmdeed gawah kahoon to koi atishyokti
nahi hogi. Maid servant Basanti. Dohri
hatya ke baad Tandon damapatti subah se
uskey intezar mein beqarar tha. Basanti ne
aakar ghanti bajayee. Darwaza band tha.
Phir Chaabi phekne ka jumla.. vagairaah
vagairaah..

Paul picks up another photograph and shows around.

PAUL (CONT’D)
Yahaan main aap sabka dhyaan lana
chahoonga ek darwaaze par jo ki in dono
darwazoon ke beech hai.

CUT TO:

INT. APARTMENT ENTRANCE &AMP; KHEMPAL'S ROOM - DAY

Empty exterior shot of the servant’s door. Inside Khempal’s
room Ramesh and Nutan drag the fridge away from the door.

PAUL
(v/o)

Aur jo Khempal ke kamre mein khulta hai.
Iss darwaze par amooman ek fridge rakha
rehta tha. Magar uss subah Tandons ne
fridge khiska kar usskey khulne ka
intazaam kar rakkha tha.

CUT BACK TO:

INT. HOME MINISTRY CONFERENCE ROOM - CONTINUOUS

Paul enacts the whole scene playing all the characters.

PAUL
To jaise hee Basanti chabi lene ke liye
zeene ki taraf mudi, Nutan Tandon iss
darwaze se baahar aayi, front door khola
phir ander jaakar chabi phenk di. Ab
Basanti wo chaabi leker jab ooper aayi to
front door dhakke se hee khul gaya, chaabi
ki zaroorat hee nahi padi. Ander wala
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darwaza baahar se bandh tha ye dikhane ke
liye ki koi baahar se aakar maar ke bhaag
gaya. Aur phir rone dhone ki acting
shekting..

ASHWIN
Jab Basanti pehli baar aayi thee to usney
darwaze pe dhakka maar ke dekha tha ki wo
bandh hai ki khula?

PAUL
Dekha tha.

RAMASHANKAR
Statement mein to nahi likha.

PAUL
Sir aap chahte hain to dobara le lenge
statement.

ASHWIN
Gogia ki tarah blackmail karke?

JK
Come on Ashwin.. We don’t torture people
to make them approver.

Ashwin laughs and turns to the secretary.

ASHWIN
Sir aap samajh rahe hain ye log kya kehna
chah rahe hain. Imagine kijiye.

CUT TO:

INT. APARTMENT - DAY

Nutan switches off the phone and tells Basanti.

NUTAN
Tu neeche jaa main chaabi phenkti hoon.

Ashwin’s voice over starts over the sound track.

ASHWIN
(V/O)

Basanti chaabi lene ke liye mudi to Nutan
daudi daudi aayi aur wo sab kiya jo ye keh
rahe hain aur phir pati ko aawaz laagyi ki
'chalo chalo jaldi se rona shuru karo,
Basanti aati hee hogi..'
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As Basanti turns to go down. Nutan runs and opens the small
door of Khempal’s room, comes out latches the outer mesh door,
hurries back through the same servant’s room door. Ramesh
starts to drag the fridge back to block the door.

Nutan throws the key to Basanti.

Nutan comes back and sees Ramesh standing outside Shruti’s
room. She slaps on his shoulder irritatingly.

NUTAN
Come on rona shuru karo.

They both start to act to cry. Basanti comes up.

NUTAN (CONT’D)
Dekho dekho Khempal kya kar gaya.

CUT BACK TO:

INT. HOME MINISTRY CONFERENCE ROOM - DAY

Ashwin looks at Vedant and his team.

ASHWIN
Itni intricate planning, pehele do
murder, phir ek body chhat pe, Crime scene
ki dressing, fridge khiskana, chhota
darwaza, ander band baahar kundi, balcony
se chaabi, fridge waapis, phat phat phat
like superman and spiderwoman.. Itna
zabardast organized crime karne ke baad wo
Sharaab ki botal pe khoon se bharey
haatoon ke prints mitana bhool gaye. Kyon?

A beat.

SANGA
Kyonki wo professional killers nahi thay.

ASHWIN
(mocking a laughter)

Ha ha ha.. (Option- Pehle khud to
professional ban lo yaar..)

VEDANT
(To GS)

Sir agar koi apni beti ki laash dekhega
pehli baar.. To kamre ke baahra kadha hoke
rooyega ya jaa kar apni beti ko gale
lagayea.
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ASHWIN

Tumhari beti mari hai kya jo tumhe pata
hai ki beti marne pe aisa hee hota hai..

JK
To tumhe pata hai ki kaisa hota hai? Beti
paida karne ke liye ek biwi ki zaroorat
hoti hai. Pehle wo poori karo.

Ashwin laughs.

ASHWIN
Dil pe lag gayee aap ke to.

JK
(To GS)

Yahan ek basic hRamashankarn reaction ki
baat ho rahee hai.

ASHWIN
Aur har hRamashankarn reaction ek doosre
se alag ho sakta hai. That depends on the
hRamashankarn being.

Paul picks up few more photographs. Its close of Shruti and
Khempal’s slit throats.

PAUL
Khempal ka gala poora kaata gaya hai
dekhiye.. Full circle. Aur bachhi ka aadha
bhee nahi.

RAMASHANKAR
Toh?

PAUL
HRamashankarn reaction.

(To GS)
Sir wo bachhi thee unki. Emotional
attachment.

RAMASHANKAR
(laughs aloud)

Matlab ki doctor murder karte hue bol raha
hoga ki.. 'Beta sorry main tumhara gala
kaat raha hoon, tumhe dard to nahi ho raha
na? Bus bus ho gaya.. ye nus kati aur
tumhari death.'

Ashwin joins him in laughter. Home secretary is also not able
to suppress his laughter.
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GOVT. SECRETARY

Come on guys be serious.

RAMASHANKAR
Sorry sorry.. But you are right.. Actually
their whole theory is a joke.

JK’s face hardens. Sanga waves a paper in the air.

SANGA
Qatl ki raat internet router raat mein 3
baar on off hua. Yaani ki parents jaage
thay.

Ashwin waves a file in reaction.

ASHWIN
Agle din ghar mein jab maatam man raha tha
aur koi bhee computer par nahi tha, router
tab bhee on off hua tha.

PAUL
Kyonki computer par kaam kiya gaya tha.

ASHWIN
Kya kaam? Kisne?

Paul looks at JK who nods.

PAUL
Shruti ke mitron ne.

Paul clears his throat.

PAUL (CONT’D)
Ashleel sahitya ki safai.

RAMASHANKAR
What?

ASHWIN
Pornographic sites.

Ramashankar is aghast.

ASHWIN (CONT’D)
Testimony?

SANGA
Off the record.

RAMASHANKAR
Why?
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PAUL

Bachhi ke charitra par ungli uthti
bewajaah.

RAMASHANKAR
Oh!! Humdardi.. I see.. To Mr. Humdard ye
bataaenge ki murder ka motive kya tha.

VEDANT
Sudden rage.

ASHWIN
Why?

PAUL
Doctor ne nakuar aur beti ko
Dharampracharak aasan mein dekha aur aapey
se baahar hoke.

He picks up a photo of the golf club.

GOVT. SECRETARY
Dharamprachrak?

JK
Missionary.. Missionary position..

PAUL
Phir iss golf club se

(mock swings with an
imaginary golf club)

pehle Naukar aur phir bachhi.

ASHWIN
Golf club bachhi ke room mein tha?

SANGA
Nahi. Naukar ke room mein.

ASHWIN
To pehle Doctor ne unhe dharam.. Kya?
Dharam..pracharak avastha mein dekha aur
golf club lene ke liye baahar bhaaga. Par
tab tak naukar aur bachhi.. Ussi avastha
mein lage rahe.

RAMASHANKAR
Dharampracharak.

Rama suppresses his laughter. Ashwin looks at him in anger.

ASHWIN
Sir.. Please be serious.
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RAMASHANKAR

Sorry. Please continue.

Ashwin turns to Paul & co.

ASHWIN
Paul Saab. Aapke hisaab se ladki ka
computer pornographic material se bhara
hua tha. Aur uska boy friend bhee tha, to
phir ussey ek 50 saal ke aadmi ke saath
dharam prachaar karne ki kya zaroorat
thee?

JK
Wo zaroorat nahi badla tha. Revenge on
her parents.

ASHWIN
Revenge for what?

JK
(to Govt. Secretary)

Sir Bachhi apne parents ki harkaton se
waaqif thee.

RAMASHANKAR
Kaun si harketein?

JK
Wife swapping.

(turns to GS)
The only way she could retaliate aur hurt
them was to have sex with the servant.

ASHWIN
Wife swapping toh Noida poilce kee theory
thee?

RAMASHANKAR
Aur uska Chief wo sardar ji..

(To GS)
Sir jinohne press conference mein poore
department ki naak katayi thee.

(To JK)
Wo aapka batchmate tha na?

JK
What do you mean?

RAMASHANKAR
Nothing. Bus kabhee kabhee mere dil mein
khayal aata hai..
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ASHWIN

Ki kahin aap ye sab uski izzat bachane ke
liye to nahi kar rahe hain?

JK smiles.

JK
Come on guys. Learn to loose gracefully.

ASHWIN
(To Paul & co)

Chat par Khempal ki laash par uskey
pairoon mein chappal thhay. To wo chappal
pehen ke prachaar kar raha tha?

A beat.

ASHWIN (CONT’D)
Ya Chhat par wo apney marzee se apne
pairoon par chal kar gaya hoga? Jahan uska
murder hua.

A beat. Paul picks up the conversation.

PAUL
Rajpal ke ghar se Tandons ka ghar 20
minute door hai. Halanki ussey kisi bhee
watchman ne building se baahar jaate huey
nahi dekha. Par chaliye ek baar ko agar
aapki theory maan lein to bhee. 12.30 baje
tak wo Nathani ke ghar par hee tha.

He pats at his files.

PAUL (CONT’D)
Gawaahi hai. To matlab wo 12.50 par
Tandons ke yahan pahuncha? Right.

He picks up his file.

PAUL (CONT’D)
Postmortem report ke anusaar murder 12 se
1 ke beech hua.

Ashwin picks up his file.

ASHWIN
Ussi postmortem doctor ne pehli report
mein likha hai ki murder subah 12 baje hua
tha.

PAUL
Wo confused ho gaya tha - a.m, p.m. ke
beech
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ASHWIN

Us am pm ki mc bc honi chahiye.. samjha..

RAMASHANKAR
(Cautioning)

Ashwin..

ASHWIN
Sir. Pichle 3 saal mein 4 baar report
badal chuka hai wo. Kabhee kehta hai ki
vaginal swab liya tha kabhee kehta hai ki
contaminated ho gaya. Kabhee kehta hai
meri subjective findings hain. Humse kehta
hai ki gala Khukri se kaata aur ab kehta
hai ki kisi surgical instrument se.

ASHWIN (CONT’D)
(To GS)

Sir Narco test mein Servants ne detail
mein murder ka byora diya tha.

(To Paul)
Parents ka narco kiya aapne.. kuch mila
usmein?

PAUL
Sir 1st team ka Narco test fabricated hai.
Ye original CDs hain aap check kar sakte
main.

(To Ashwin)
Aapke Narco mein tha ki bachhi aur
Khempal ke cell phones naukaron ne murder
ke baad destroy kar diye. Magar 6 mahine
baad wo phones UP mein baraamad kar liye
gaye.

JK
Sir my team has also recovered the weapon
of murder, the golf club.

ASHWIN
Recovered!!! Tandon ne khud tumhe doondh
ke laa kar diya hai apne ghar se. Agar
usney maara hota to destroy nahi kar deta
isey. Sir in logon ne manghadant kahaniya
buni hain.. Har baare mein..

He turns to JK

ASHWIN (CONT’D)
Typographical error ka kaaran bhee bata
dijiye ab?
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GOVT. SECRETARY

What is that?

ASHWIN
Sir Kanhaiya ke kamre se Khempal ke blood
ka pillow cover baramd hua.

Vedant cuts him in the middle.

VEDANT
Wo pillow cover Khempal ke kamre se hee
baramd hua tha, forensic team ne typing
karte huey numbers mein galti kar dee.

He shows the photograph to HS.

ASHWIN
Aur wo galti aapne

(looks at JK)
Yaad dilayee unhe.

(to GS)
Sir in logo ne letter likh kar unse poocha
ki kya ye kahin typogarphical error to
nahi hua hai. Aur error nahi errors.. 20
jagah.

Ashwin faces GS.

ASHWIN (CONT’D)
Sir can I see these photographs.

GOVT. SECRETARY
Sure.

Ashwin takes the photograph and looks at it.

ASHWIN
Ye numbers aapki team ke diye hue hain na
ki forensic team ke.

JK
Let the court decide that.

GOVT. SECRETARY
What will court do unless we take some
decision.

He addresses both the teams.

GOVT. SECRETARY (CONT’D)
Court mein case prove kiya ja sakta hai?

A beat. JK looks at Sanga.
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SANGA

Sir we only have circumstantial evidence,
so it will be difficult.

JK
Sir. To be honest, Qatl maa baap ke alava
koi aur nahi kar sakta magar ye qatl
unhone hee kiya hai na ye hum keh sakte
hain na prove kar sakte.

Govt. Secretary looks at Ashwin and Ramashankar.

RAMASHANKAR
Case prove ho sakta tha.. kyonki naukroon
mein se ek approver ban ne ke liye raazi
tha, but that's past now.

ASHWIN
Sir.. Ek Maasoom ki saza se 10 gunahgaroon
ka chhotna achha..

Govt. Secretary nods.

GOVT. SECRETARY
Iss case ko close karne ke alawaa ab aur
koi raasta baaqi nahi bacha hai. Wo afsana
jisey anjaam tak pahunchana na ho mumkin?

He stops and looks at others to complete the couplet. Every one
is quiet.

ASHWIN
(whispers)

Ussey ek khoobsoorat mod dekar chhod do..

Govt. Secretary smiles.

GOVT. SECRETARY
(To JK)

File the closure report. Fairly.

JK nods.

CUT.

INT. CDI HEADQUARTERS - CONFERENCE ROOM - DAY

Vedant goes through the file of the Closure report and looks at
the lawyer.
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VEDANT

Ek paragraph add kijiye ismein.

The lawyer nods and starts to write as Vedant dictates.

VEDANT (CONT’D)
Halanki hamari tehqikaat ka har pehlu
saaf saaf dikhata hai ki shruti ka qatl
uskey maa baap Ramesh aur Nutan Tandon ne
hee kiya hai. Magar jama kiye gaye saboot
itne mazboot nahi hain ki unke bina par un
dono ke khilaaf charge sheet daakhil kee
ja sake.

CUT TO:

INT. CDI SPECIAL COURT- DAY

The CDI lawyers accompanied by Vedant submit the closure
reports in the court as his v/o continues on the soundtrack..

JK
(v/o)

Maa baap ko Adalat mein qatil saabit
karna bahut mushkil ho sakta hai. Isiliye
CDI adalat se darkhast karti hai kee iss
case ko hamesha ke liye band kar diya
jaaye.

CUT TO:

EXT. CDI SPECIAL COURT - DAY

Ramesh and Nutan Tandon are coming out of the courthouse
talking to their lawyers.

RAMESH
Kuch bhee ho jaaye main ye closure report
accept nahi karunga, chaahe mujhe supreme
court kyon na jaana pade.

And just then, an unidentified attacker slashes Ramesh's face
with a sharp knife.

ATTACKER
Jallad!

There is pandemonium in the court premises. Police constables
quickly take the man under arrest while a bleeding Ramesh is
led away into a car.

FADE TO BLACK.
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FADE IN:

EXT. CDI SPECIAL COURT - DAY

The judge speaks to Vedant. Paul and Sanga are standing
righteously, next to him.

JUDGE
Aap ki report kehti hai ki adalat mein
Maa Baap ko qatil saabit karna mushkil ho
sakta hai. Mushkil? Matlab.. namumkin to
nahi hai na bhai? Bakwas hai aapki ye
closure report, nahi accept ho sakti.
Parents pe murder ka charge lagaiye or
trial shuru kijiye.

The judge turns to the attendant.

JUDGE (CONT’D)
Lunch time hua ki nahin?

The attendant nods as the judge gets up. Nutan's face goes
pale. A smile emerges on Vedant's lips as he turns to Paul and
Sanga. Paul acknowledges the implication with a nod.

PAUL
Vedant Sir, hamaari karni yahin tak ki
hai.

(to Sanga)
Sanga Saab, ab geind aapke paaley mein
hai.

Vedant looks curious for a moment.

PAUL
The ball is in your court!

They laugh. And Paul walks away, disappearing into the
courtroom crowd.

FADE OUT.
FADE IN:

EXT. COURT PREMISES - DAY

A time lapse treatment of a top-wide shot of the premises where
a statue of the lady of justice stands before the court. On the
sound track we hear an audio montage of the various court
proceedings. Finally the judgement is heard on the sound track.
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JUDGE

(voice-over)
The accused Dr. Ramesh Tandon and Dr.
Nutan Tandon are convicted under sections
302 read with section 34 and section 201
read with section 34 I.P.C. Dr. Ramesh
Tandon is also convicted under section 203
I.P.C. Both the accused are sentenced to
rigourous imprisonment for life under
section 302 read with section 34 IPC with
a fine of Rs.10,000/- each

CUT TO:

EXT. DASNA JAIL - DAY

A visual of Ramesh and Nutan Tandon being taken into Dasna
Jail.

CUT TO:

INT. ASHWIN &AMP; REEMA'S HOME - NIGHT
Same image on a TV screen.

We pull back to reveal Reema on the couch watching the news
footage of the parents being taken to Dasna jail on TV.

The volume is mute as Ashwin sleeps with his head resting on
her lap, she lovingly runs her fingers through his hair. He
seems to be at peace.

She becomes deeply disturbed as the news report continues. She
finally gets annoyed and shuts the TV off. She slowly gets up
without disturbing Ashwin and heads to the bedroom.

CUT TO:

INT. ASHWIN &AMP; REEMA'S HOME - BEDROOM - NIGHT

Reema opens her cupboard. From a pile of clothes she pulls out
a shawl. A few case papers, photographs of Shruti and Khempal
and a few DVD's fall out from under the pile of clothes.

She sees a DVD marked CONFIDENTIAL. A date and the words NARCO
- K - 0021 is marked on the DVD. Reema has a lump in her throat
as she wraps her shawl around her.

She peeps outside - Ashwin is fast asleep. She plays the DVD on
a laptop. It's Rajpal's narcoanalysis video.
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She pauses the video for a moment, contemplating if she should
watch it.

A beat.

She gathers herself, puts on headphones and presses play.

She hear's Dr.Swamy's voice in the video.

DR.SWAMY
Phir kya hua?

RAJPAL
Khempal ko maarne ke baad hum neeche
aaye.. Ghar ke andar..

CUT TO:

INT. HOSPITAL OPERATING ROOM - DAY

Rajpal's narco is on. He is mumbling in a semi conscious state
-

RAJPAL
Doctor ki botal se aur sharaab pi.. Phir..
Kanhaiya...

He licks his lips. Anxious, Dr Swamy asks -

DR SWAMY
Phir kya hua? Kanhaiya kahan tha?

RAJPAL
Kanhaiya Shruti baby ke room mein gaya.
Woh vahin padi thi. Main.. Main bahot dar
gaya. Par usne.. Usne..

Rajpal begins to get delirious. Dr Swamy taps him on the cheek.

RAJPAL
Kaat dala! Kanhaiya ne Shruti baby ka bhi
gala kaat dala.

Rajpal begins to whimper. Dr Swamy has a tense look on her
face.

FADE TO BLACK.
FADE IN:

EXT. DELHI ROAD - NIGHT
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A baraat on Delhi roads. JK and IG Gurbachan Singh dance in
front of the decorated horse. Vedant the groom, is on the
horse.

CUT TO:

INT. KATHMANDU AIRPORT - DAY

An id is presented at an immigration desk. The officer looks at
it and looks up. Ashwin is seen standing across the immigration
counter. The immigration officer hands the id back to Ashwin
saying -

IMMIGRATION OFFICER
Welcome to Nepal Sir..

Ashwin smiles at the officer as he takes his card.

He walks towards the exit humming -

ASHWIN
Resham... O Resham... Resham Resham...

FADE TO BLACK.
END CREDITS.
ON CREDITS:

A mix of excited voices - Ramesh, Nutan and a young girl.

SHRUTI
No! I want to open it now!

NUTAN
Abhi 10 din hain - is se bore ho jaaogi,
phir birthday par ek aur gift maangogi!

FADE IN:

INT. APARTMENT - LIVING ROOM - NIGHT

Ramesh and Nutan are in the living room with their daughter
Shruti. Her birthday present - a video camera, has been
delivered and she is insisting on opening it. Khempal watches
the proceedings with a smile as he clears the dinner table.
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SHRUTI

Promise nahin maangungi! Please Papa...

RAMESH
Chalo, open it!

SHRUTI
Woo-hoo!

She tears through the packaging. Is ecstatic to see the video
camera.

SHRUTI (CONT’D)
HD! Wow! Thanks Mom! Thanks Papa!

Shruti hugs her parents.

JUMP CUT TO:

INT. APARTMENT - LIVING ROOM - NIGHT

Shruti is shooting her parents on the camera. Fun, happy images
of a family... ensconced in their world...

Ramesh takes the camera from Shruti and shoots her now. Shruti
smiles, poses, flutters her eyelashes, blows kisses, puts up a
'pop diva' act for the camera and then bursts into a laughter
as the act breaks.

The image freezes on Shruti - her wide smile, her lucid eyes
and the exuberance of youth on her face.

FADE OUT.
FADE IN:

SUPER:

"This March is Shruti's 21st birthday."

"She never made it to her 15th..."
FADE OUT.


